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Abstract
The phase-field method is a common approach to qualitative analysis of phase transitions. It allows visualizing the time evolution of a phase transition, providing valuable
insight into the underlying microstructure and the dynamical processes that take place.
Although the approach is applied in a diverse range of fields, from metal-forming to
cardiac modelling, there are a limited number of software tools available that allow simulating any phase-field problem and that are highly accessible. To address this, a new open
source API and software package called SymPhas is developed for simulating phase-field
and phase-field crystal in 1-, 2- and 3-dimensions. Phase-field models with an arbitrary
number of equations of motion may be defined, as well as systems that can be formulated
field-theoretically, including reaction-diffusion systems. Moreover, without changing the
phase-field problem definition, a solution can be found by multiple different solvers. This
is accomplished with a compile-time symbolic algebra library that formulates and allows
manipulating mathematical expressions at compile-time, enabling any set of equations
of motion to be transformed into a form that an implemented numerical solver can use
in computing the time evolution of the phase-field. The compile-time aspect means that
this construct can be made highly run-time optimal. To this end, SymPhas also emphasizes high-performance capabilities via template meta-programming and parallelization.
The design is based on template meta-programming with a modular approach to facilitate community development and maximize program robustness. Several test cases are
developed, including conserved and non-conserved multi-phase-field systems as well as a
phase-field crystal model, which are all presented with the respective implementations.
The results are generated using the semi-implicit Fourier spectral solver provided with
SymPhas. SymPhas is written in C/C++ and has been tested in Linux and Windows
environments.

Keywords: phase transitions, phase-field, numerical solvers, symbolic algebra, API,
C++
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Summary for Lay Audience
Phase-field modelling is a common approach to studying phase transitions; it provides
a framework for describing the physical process of a phase transition through a set of
dynamical equations to visualize the complex mechanisms that take place, vital in diverse
applications from metal-forming to cardiac modelling. To address the limited software
packages available for phase-field modelling, a new open source API and software package called SymPhas is developed for simulating general phase-field models in 1-, 2- and
3-dimensions, including those specified by multiple dynamical equations. SymPhas implements multiple numerical solvers and allows user-developed solvers as well. This is
accomplished using a novel approach that allows a mathematical expression to be transformed and manipulated in the compilation stage when the code is built into the runnable
program. This functionality is used by an algorithm, specific to each numerical solver,
which transforms a set of dynamical equations for an arbitrary phase-field model into an
object that the solver uses to determine the phase transition evolution. The functional
components of SymPhas are separated in a modular way, maximizing program robustness and enhancing community development potential. Several test cases of different
phase transition types, including one that involves two dynamical equations, are developed. The test cases are also presented with the respective implementations in SymPhas.
SymPhas is written in C/C++ and has been tested in Linux and Windows environments.

Keywords: phase transitions, phase-field, numerical solvers, symbolic algebra, API,
C++
ii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Nature exhibits a plethora of gorgeous patterns and intricate designs that are evident in
all domains of the world, from huge scale patterns arising from the formation of various
geologic features (Figure 1.1a), to the living world in the patterns of pigmentation in
animals (Figure 1.1b), and to the almost intangible beauty in the structure of snowflakes
(Figure 1.1c). The process of pattern formation is known as morphogenesis [1].
The complexity of nature can also be appreciated in the way the same atoms and
molecules can arrange themselves into many different forms; the well-known solid, liquid
and gaseous states of matter are illustrative examples. Solid materials are characterized
by atoms and molecules held together in a regular and symmetric structure. Conversely,
liquids do not exhibit rigid structure, and instead the constituent atoms or molecules
move around randomly and frequently collide. Gases have very little structure, and atoms
and molecules experience interactions less often. Based on changes in the environment,
a substance can transform between the different states, like the crystallization of water
vapour into snowflakes. In fact, without the ability for water to exist in different states
on Earth, life would not be sustainable [5].
Statistical physics provides the fundamentals for understanding the shared mechanisms which underlie both morphogenesis and state changing processes. For a given
set of thermodynamic properties of a system (e.g., temperature, pressure, density), the
1

2

(a)
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Interlocking

columns

in

The

basalt
Giant’s

(b) Tinker’s Butterflyfish,

(c) Snowflake on a multi-

Kona, Hawaii [3].

coloured background [4].

Causeway [2].

Figure 1.1: Three examples of fascinating patterns in nature.

arrangement of atoms and molecules corresponds to some macroscopic “realization” of
that system; in other words, how the system manifests itself physically. The system will
remain in a given realization over a certain range of values of its properties. This notion
of a realization in terms of the thermodynamic properties of the system describes what is
called a phase of the system; for example, water between approximately 0°C and 100°C
at 1 atm is in a liquid phase.
As the thermodynamic properties of a system move outside the range allowable by
its current phase, the system will assume a different phase in a process called a phase
transition. This is principally driven by the system attaining a minimum of its thermodynamic free energy through a change in its configuration, during which the system
will exhibit highly dynamical behaviour. The free energy is a function of the characteristic thermodynamic properties of the phase and becomes non-analytic at the phase
transition [6].
In general, a phase can also be characterized by other system properties like the
type of crystalline structure of a solid or the configuration of standing waves in a liquid
medium (giving rise to “structural” or “morphological” phase transitions, respectively),
however, for the purpose of this thesis, phases and phase transitions are discussed in the
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thermodynamic sense unless otherwise stated.
This forms a quite simple picture of the physical descriptions of states of matter and
the topic of phase transitions in general, but the intention in this chapter is presenting
phase transitions at an introductory level. In the next chapter, the relevant physical
theory will be explored in more detail. Examples of comprehensive literature in thermodynamics and solid and condensed matter physics behind the theory of this work are
[6–8].
In the modern world, the science of phase transitions underpins the foundation of
many incredible innovations of the world, such as: manufacturing techniques for high
tensile steel used in skyscrapers and bridges [9–13]; lightweight alloys used in the transportation industry including automobiles, airplanes and trains [14–16]; silicon wafers
as part of the assembly of computer processors [17]; and development of high capacity
batteries [18] and other novel energy devices like superconductors [19].
The importance of phase transitions in these applications and hundreds of others is
associated with how the characteristics of the material are expressed when solid phase
manifests itself. One part of this is understanding the effects of the dynamical changes
that take place during the transition, for example, how certain phases give rise to others,
or the behaviour of the system when two or more phases are present simultaneously [1].
Another part is studying how the arrangement of the molecular structure emerges in a
certain configuration after a final state is attained. This is known as the microstructure,
and is closely related to the expression of certain material characteristics, for example
conductivity in silicone, or ductility and hardness in steel. For a given context, determining a microstructure which optimizes a given set of values is crucial to developing better
and more advanced materials. Examples of physical processes in which the evolution of
the microstructure is studied are spinodal decomposition [20], and nucleation and growth
[21]. Microstructure evolution is also studied in the growth of eutectic crystals [22–25]
and alloys [26].
Phase-field theory [27] is a comprehensive and robust framework for studying phase
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transitions and the associated microstructure evolution, and from which the phase-field
modelling technique is an exceptional computational tool that is applied to simulate the
phase transition process [28]. Consequently, it not only extensively applied to a wide
array physical systems, but biological systems as well [29]. Existing software and library
packages for simulating phase-field problems are limited in their ability and few in number. Therefore, the need arises for a unified and straightforward way to implement and
simulate a large variety of phase-field models. To this end, an application programming
interface (API) called SymPhas is developed to give a user the ability to specify their
own phase-field problem and simulate it using one of the implemented numerical solvers.
SymPhas is a state-of-the-art library that provides functionality for high-performance
simulations of any phase-field problems, including reaction-diffusion systems and the
advanced phase-field crystal problems [30]. Moreover, SymPhas provides a very simple
and intuitive way to define a phase-field problem and then simulate it with flexibly chosen
parameters. Phase-field problems are defined from the dynamical equations and only need
to be written once; the problem can then be initialized anywhere in the program and
simulated with any numerical solver that is implemented in SymPhas. These capabilities
set SymPhas apart from any software available up to date, and are meant to make
SymPhas the most reliable and attainable method of applying phase-field modelling in
any work.
The API is designed with maximum user accessibility in mind by providing a streamlined problem construction mechanism. At the same time, SymPhas supports extensive
third-party development, including by facilitating user-developed and integrated solvers.
These qualities are further enhanced through robust program implementation and extensive documentation. Additionally, SymPhas provides means for data persistence and
comes equipped with quality of life features such as the ability to reload previous simulations.
Chapter 2 begins with an introduction to the phase-field approach and its theoretical
foundations. Chapter 3 discusses the central-space finite difference scheme for numerically
solving the dynamical equations of a phase-field model and follows with a description of
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the program elements and design. Chapter 4 acts as a self-contained introductory manual
to the SymPhas API, providing worked examples of the program and explanations of
the basic features. Chapter 5 presents results obtained with SymPhas, simultaneously
validating that the supplied semi-implicit Fourier spectral solver models the correct phase
transition dynamics. Finally, Chapter 6 presents the conclusions.

Chapter 2
Phase-Field Modelling

2.1

Background

A phase transition can usually be identified by observing the emergence of distinct uniform regions slowly taking shape within a system. These regions typically exhibit symmetry and regularity, resulting in the appearance of patterns. The symmetry is also
associated with the characterization of the phase transition as first order or second order; the symmetry of the system changes in a first order phase transition, which is not
the case in a second order phase transition.
The process of the appearance of coherent regions has different names for different
kinds of mechanisms; it can be called coarsening in a solution or multi-component substance [31, 32], or solidification in a melt [33]. The process of microstructure evolution
is related, but does not refer to the phase transition process. The uniform regions which
emerge correspond to particular phases of the system and are called bulk regions. The
phase of the bulk region is the bulk phase.
The properties of the system between bulk phases change discontinuously through a
boundary called the interface. The evolution of the system during the phase transition
is defined by how the bulk regions change shape—for example by growing or shrinking—
6
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and is based on the principle of nature that drives all physical systems; attaining the
minimum free energy. The free energy can be influenced by a number of factors, but is
closely tied to the microstructure defined by the interfaces between bulk regions. As a
result, the behaviour of phase transitions and the complex underlying mechanisms can
usually be understood by describing the dynamics of the interface [28, 34].
One method of modelling the phase transition process is the sharp interface approach,
which describes the emergence of the microstructure from interface kinetics and treats
the interface as an infinitesimally small separation where the properties of the system
change discontinuously. For example, in dendritic growth where a solid-liquid transition
takes place at a given temperature, the sharp interface model defines a set of three
governing equations [35]. These equations describe the heat flow, boundary conditions
(on both sides of the interface) and the Gibbs–Thomson condition for the curvature of the
interface, and are derived from the Stefan problem [36]. However, it is untenable to extend
the sharp interface approach to more complex systems including coupled multi-variable
systems or higher dimensional problems, making it unsuitable as a generalized framework.
Additionally, to simulate the whole-scale microstructure evolution of a phase transition
using the sharp interface model, a program is required to handle intricate behaviours
like merging or pinch-off of the interface, as well as account for various compositions and
phase properties, ultimately resulting in complicated and cumbersome code [28, 37].
Despite the disadvantages, the Stefan problem and sharp interface approach have
been instrumental in the understanding of phase transitions and frequently applied in
developing mathematical descriptions that accurately describe the microstructure formation for the systems for which it can be found [33, 35]. This is particularly demonstrated
by microscopic solvability theory, which was developed based on a solution to the Stefan
problem, and matches well with selected experiments and computational models [38, 39].

8
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2.1.1

The Phase-Field Approach

Another means of treating the evolution of a phase transition is to take a more global
approach by considering the average behaviour of the system instead. Consequently,
this dispenses with an exact description for the interface and overcomes many of the
associated challenges, though any such approach is still required to reconstruct the sharp
interface model in the appropriate limit. This is the essence of the phase-field approach or
phase-field method. The idea was originally introduced by Fix [40] in 1983 who computationally studied work that Langer conducted in 1978 on solidification [41]. It was further
developed by Collins and Levine in 1985 in the modelling of crystal growth [42]. Its basic
principles appeared in earlier work such as describing the free energy of a nonuniform
system [43], and formulating the dynamics of binary alloys [44].
The phase-field method treats the system as a continuum in the mesoscopic length
domain such that the interface between phases is a finite region where the properties of
the system change continuously, that is, the interface is said to be diffuse. This is because as part of applying this method, the system is represented by a field that changes
continuously—hence the term phase-field—and the interface emerges spontaneously as
a result. The variable representing the field values is called the order parameter, and
effectively measures the degree of transformation of the system through the phase transition. It can be physically or phenomenologically derived, and is intimately connected
with the underlying characteristics and symmetries of the system [28]. The following
section discusses the meaning of this quantity. The phase-field approach recovers the
sharp interface model in the limit of an infinitesimally thin interface [37].
The phase-field approach is inherently based on applying a mean-field approximation, which refers to the general method that aims to replace complicated coupling with
an average value, originally being applied and gaining recognition from work by Pierre
Curie [45] and Pierre Weiss [46]. In this way, an average quantity is introduced to represent the complex interactions in a system. This provides a description that is not only
more mathematically and computationally tenable than the sharp interface formulation,

2.2. Landau Free Energy
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but is also extendable to a multitude of problems. The implication is that the phase-field
method is best suited for systems characterized by short-range interactions, e.g., when
long-range correlations in the Hamiltonian are insignificant [47].
Typically, applying the phase-field method to a phase transition problem involves
finding a free energy description using the energies for the spatial variations and bulk
phase. The free energy of the system is subsequently used to describe the system evolution with dynamical equations. The phase-field method can also be used directly via the
dynamics through phenomenological considerations [48]. The phase-field method finds
solutions at diffusion time-length scales and mesoscopic spatial resolution. Although less
physically precise, this means that simulations with the phase-field approach can reasonably progress to much longer time regimes compared to other methods such as molecular
dynamics (MD) or density functional theory (DFT), which have much a shorter solution
time-length. Moreover, the construction of phase-field models is relatively simpler than
other the process in methods such as DFT [28].
In the following sections, the phase-field approach will be systematically developed,
ultimately arriving at the mathematical formulation in Section 2.3.2.

2.2

Landau Free Energy

The Ising model, introduced by Ernst Ising in the 1920s, describes ferromagnetism in a
lattice of magnetic spins [49]. The ability to display rich dynamics and complex behaviour
has made the Ising model the subject of extensive research, serving as a useful tool for
understanding phase transitions in general [50]. This usefulness extends to the current
discussion, where it will be shown how an order parameter can be assigned based on the
magnetization, illustrate how a mean-field approximation is applied, and arrive at a free
energy description. The proceeding discussion follows the method of [28].
The Ising model describes a lattice of N magnetic particles with spins si = ±1 subject
to an external magnetic field that induces a magnetization B. Let the system be isotropic
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so that interaction energy, , is the same between all sites. The energy of the system in
a particular configuration is given by:
E{si } = −

νi
N X
X

si sj − B

i=1 j,i

N
X

si .

(2.1)

i=1

The first term accounts for the interaction energies between each site i and all of its neighbours j in νi , and the second term accounts for the energy from the external magnetic
field. Assign the order parameter based on the averaged magnetization:
ψ=

N
1 X
si ≡ hsi i .
N i=1

(2.2)

A system defined by a mixed spin state with no intrinsic magnetization is represented by
a value of the order parameter ψ → 0, and completely aligned spins corresponds to an
order parameter equal to ±1 depending on the spin state. This applies to a subsystem as
well as to individual sites. This choice for the values of the order parameter is deliberate,
and it will be seen later the role that it plays.
From the statistical thermodynamics consideration of the problem, the canonical
partition function for N particles which have two possible states si = ±1 is,
Z=

X

e−βE{sk } ≡

N
Y

X

e−βE{si } .

(2.3)

i=1 si =−1,1

k

The free energy per spin is then
f =−

kB T
ln Z ,
N

(2.4)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, a factor relating the kinetic energy and temperature
in a system of particles [6]. Combining Equations (2.3) and (2.4) yields an expression for
the order parameter,

P P
!
PN
N
N
N
νi
X
−β
s
s
−B
s
1 Y
1 X
i
j
i
i=1
j,i
i=1
ψ=
si e
Z i=1 si =−1,1 N i=1

ψ=

∂

h

kB T
N

ln Z

∂B
∂f
ψ=
.
∂B

i

(2.5)
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When the spins do not interact, the model represents paramagnetism, in which case there
is the well-known result, ψ = tanh(B/kB T ) [51]. However, it is pertinent to explore nonzero interaction energy, which is accomplished by applying mean-field theory to simplify
the analytics of the problem.
An approximation to the interaction energy is carried out based on nearest neighbour interactions. The following replacement is made in the system energy written in
Equation (2.1):
N X
N
X
i=1 j,i1

si sj ≈

N X
N
X

si hsj i = νψ

i=1 j,i

N
X

(2.6)

si ,

i=1

where ν is the number of nearest neighbours. Evaluating the partition function given
by Equation (2.3) yields Z = [2 cosh(β(B + νψ))]N , which can be used to obtain a
transcendental equation for the order parameter:
B + νψ
ψ = tanh
kB T

!

(2.7)

.

At zero applied field, the change of the order parameter with respect to T passing through
the phase transition is consistent with Onsager’s exact solution [52]. Expanding Equation (2.7) about the Curie temperature, TC , the critical temperature for a magnetic
system, yields approximate solutions in this region. The fourth order expansion of the
free energy obtained by substituting Equation (2.7) into Equation (2.4) is:
∆f (T )
T
1 T
= 1−
ln(2) +
−1
kB TC
TC
2 TC








νψ
kB TC

!2

1
+
12

νψ
kB TC

!4

.

(2.8)

This is an example of a Landau free energy [6]. In Landau theory, an expression for the
free energy of a bulk phase in a system near a continuous phase transition is formulated
as a function of an order parameter [53].
The order parameter is a quantity that is intimately connected with the symmetries of
the associated system. Its existence is a direct result of the nature of phase transitions as
processes in which the symmetry or order of the system changes, hence the name “order”
parameter. It is a single quantity describing the whole system, effectively measuring
its deviation from a particular phase. Accordingly, the order parameter is prescribed a
value of 0 in the disordered phase, and a small but finite value in the ordered phase [53].
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It can be defined using properties that characterize the phase, which can be the usual
thermodynamic variables such as density or temperature, but also properties such as
positional or rotational order of the phase structure [28]. The ability for the order
parameter to describe many systems and reflect their intrinsic properties makes Landau
theory and phase-field modelling a powerful generalized framework for studying phase
transitions.
This idea can be connected back to the Ising model. Consider a ferromagnetic material
with magnetic spins that are initially aligned with each other. As the system is heated to
the Curie temperature, the spins will be randomly changing orientations so as to decrease
the overall free energy. The result is a loss in order, depicted in Figure 2.1. This is also
evident in the process of solidification; in which the melt corresponding to a low order
phase is gradually replaced by the highly ordered solid crystal structure. In processes
such as a liquid-gas transition, the distinction is less clear since both phases are in a state
of disorder, however, defining the order parameter in terms of the difference in density
preserves the change-of-order characterization [28].
For a system described by an order parameter ψ, Landau theory provides a framework
for finding the free energy near a phase transition using a power expansion in the order
parameter. The formulation of the power expansion regards the phase transition as
occurring near a transition temperature TC , and the system as being at a temperature
T near TC and described by the order parameter value ψ ≈ 0.
The procedure that Landau theory applies to derive the expansion is explained here,
following the description of [54], beginning with constructing a generalized partition
function by recasting the usual partition function in terms of ψ. Consider ψ as a state
variable and introduce a quantity B as the conjugate variable; in the Ising model for
example, ψ represents the average spin state and B the magnetic field. The corresponding
system Hamiltonian is E{ψ} − BV ψ, where E{ψ} is the configurational energy for ψ
and V is the system volume. Thus, the recast partition function is:

Z(ψ) =

Z ∞
−∞

Ω(ψ)e−(E{ψ}−BV ψ) dψ ,

(2.9)
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high order

T < TC

T > TC

low order

Magnetic spin
Figure 2.1: An infinite lattice of magnetic spins described by temperature T with transition temperature TC , before the phase transition at zero temperature (left), and after
the phase transition (right). The system exhibits symmetry in the spin state, whereby
changing the spin orientation preserves the system state because the free energy remains
the same. When approaching the transition from below TC , the spins are aligned to
one of the two states, s = ±1, thereby displaying order. After T is raised to TC , the
magnetization is zero and the spins have random orientations, displaying total disorder.
where Ω(ψ) is the density of states corresponding to ψ. The associated probability density
is:
P (ψ) =

1 −(E{ψ}−T S(ψ)−BV ψ)
e
,
Z(ψ)

(2.10)

where S(ψ) = kB T ln(Ω(ψ)) is the entropy. The quantity E{ψ} − T S(ψ) is called the
Landau free energy, which is denoted F (ψ), and in terms of the partition function is:
F (ψ) = −kB T ln Z(ψ) .

(2.11)

As a side note, Equation (2.11) is used to relate the order parameter to the partition
function and its conjugate variable B via hψi =

R∞

−∞

ψP (ψ)dψ, yielding hψi = − V1

∂F (ψ)
.
∂B

Subsequently, using the fact ψ changes continuously in a second order phase transition,
mean-field theory is applied to find the expansion formulation for the free energy density,
f (ψ) = F (ψ)/V . Setting the order parameter to 0 in the initial (disordered) state, f (ψ)
is then be expressed in a series expansion of the form:
f (ψ) = f (T, ψ = 0) +

M
X

an (T ) n
ψ .
n
n=1

(2.12)
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The powers of ψ which are selected for a given system depend on the symmetry of

the phase diagram and the relative free energies of the available states; for example,
in the Ising model, even powers would be retained because there are two possible spin
states to which the system can relax and they are energetically equivalent. Finally, the
coefficients must be determined appropriately, which is achieved by first recognizing that
the Boltzmann factor is maximized at the phase transition. Accordingly, Landau theory
evaluates the partition function, Equation (2.9), at this point, leading to the following
conditions:
∂
= 0,
(F (ψ) − BV ψ)
∂ψ
hψi

(2.13)

∂2
(F (ψ) − BV ψ)
> 0.
∂ψ 2
hψi

(2.14)

These conditions determine the value of the average order parameter hψi. This is equivalent to applying the conditions
∂f
= 0 and
∂ψ

∂ 2f
> 0.
∂ψ 2

(2.15)

Consider again the Ising model as an example. Since the phase diagram is symmetric,
only even terms need to be retained in the expansion, yielding the following Landau free
energy up to fourth order:
f (ψ) = a0 (T ) +

a2 (T ) 2 a4 (T ) 4
ψ +
ψ .
2
4

(2.16)

The first coefficient, a0 (T ), corresponds to the energy of the system when ψ = 0, and a2
and a4 are coefficients of expansion associated with the thermodynamic properties of the
system and derived from the conditions given by Equation (2.15).
To illustrate an example the forms of the free energy that Equation (2.16) depicts,
consider a system with temperature T that undergoes phase separation below a critical
temperature, TC , and for which the free energy landscape, f (ψ, T ), is shown in Figure 2.2.
or instance, this could represent the Ising model. The free energy is symmetric around
ψ = 0 at all values of T , a characteristic feature of a continuous, or second order, phase
transition. Below TC , the system exhibits a symmetric double well potential, indicating
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double well potential

saddle point
stable point
unstable point

f (ψ, T )

ψ = −1

ψ=0

∆T > 0
∆T ≈ 0
ψ=1

∆T < 0

Figure 2.2: The change in the free energy landscape, f (ψ, T ), of a system is depicted
at different values of ∆T , the temperature relative to the critical temperature. The
stability points at different values of the phase and temperature are indicated using red
symbols, the free energy changes of the ψ = ±1 and ψ = 0 phases along temperature
are marked with red solid lines, and the minimum free energy path that shows the twophase separation is indicated with red dashed lines. The system begins above TC , where
the free energy is symmetric around the energetically favoured (i.e. energetic minimum)
ψ = 0 phase. The ψ = 0 state represents the disordered state, consistent with Landau
theory for the value of the order parameter above TC representing the system before
the phase transition takes place. When the temperature is lowered to below the critical
temperature, both of the ψ = ±1 phases become minima and are energetically equivalent,
meaning that the free energy is a symmetric double well potential.
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two-phase separation into ψ = ±1 phases where both phases are energetically equivalent.
In order for Equation (2.16) to represent the free energy of such a system, an appropriate
choice of the sign of the coefficients a2 and a4 is made. The first consideration is that the
system must have minima at finite values of ψ, implying that a4 > 0 across the whole
temperature range so that f → +∞ for large positive or negative values of values of
ψ at all T . The other consideration is that the free energy must have local minima at
ψ = ±1 below TC , which is achieved when a2 < 0. However, at TC , the free energy
becomes minimum at ψ = 0, so a2 changes sign at TC . The value of a0 does not change
the behaviour of the free energy.

2.3

Phase-Field Modelling

Along with the free energy density formulation for the bulk phase, the phase-field approach also requires an energy term to account for spatial variations. These are combined
in a free energy functional; in this way, the whole-system behaviour, including the interface dynamics, can be described. The final step is using the free energy functional
to extract the system dynamics in the form of an equation of motion for the phase
transition, which ultimately provides the formulation required for simulating the entire
microstructure evolution. This is performed using the functional derivative, described in
Section 2.3.3. Next, Section 2.3.2 discusses how to associate dynamics with a particular
system. The process of applying the phase-field approach to find the dynamics is called
phase-field modelling, and a free energy or dynamical description of a problem is the
phase-field model.
Phase-field modelling as a computational approach also applies to problems in which
a free energy description is not readily available, and instead have phenomenologically
derived equations of motion. A well-known class of such problems are reaction-diffusion
systems, including Turing [55] and Gray–Scott models [56]. These exhibit complex morphologies which mimic nature [57, 58] with far reaching applications to biological systems [29], including neuronal connections [59].
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Since its inception, phase-field modelling has been applied to a wide range of problems including material microstructures [48, 60], crack propagation [61], batteries [18],
biological membranes [62], cellular systems [63, 64] and even immune response [65]. Some
recent advancements include the phase-field crystal model [66] and its applications, see
e.g. [67–71], and phase-field damage models [72].

2.3.1

Free Energy Formulation

Required at this point is a description of the diffuse interface, which will be motivated by
discussing a simple binary model in a lattice using the procedure from [28]. Lattice points
represent density, and take value either 0 or 1. Consider only the effect of interactions
between sites and let ij be the interaction between lattice sites i and j with separation
∆ij . A site does not self interact, ii = 0, and interactions are symmetric, ij = ji .
Let ψi represent the state of site i, then the energy of interaction with its neighbour j
is expressed as ij ψi (1 − ψj ) since only sites of different densities interact. The mean
internal energy U is then expressed:
U=

νi
N X
1X
ij ψi (1 − ψj ) ,
2 i=1 j,i

(2.17)

where the nested sum is over the νi nearest neighbours of site i. Rewrite the energy as:




νi
N X
N
X
1X
1X
2
ij (ψi − ψj ) −
ψi (1 − ψi )  ij  .
U=
4 i=1 j,i
2 i=1
j,i

(2.18)

Assuming an isotropic system, the interaction energy can be replaced by ij = , where
 is the interaction energy of all lattice sites. By taking the limit where two neighbours
i and j are separated by an infinitesimal distance δ = ∆ij , the approximation:
1X
(ψi − ψj )2 → δ 2 |∇ψ(~r)|2 ,
2 j,i

(2.19)

is obtained. Subsequently, the entire expression can be converted to the continuum
domain in 3 dimensions where δ represents the lattice constant.
The gradient term in Equation (2.19) is a significant addition to the discussion of the
order parameter up to this point: in basic Landau theory, the order parameter is a single
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value associated with the whole system, but in this formulation, the order parameter is
assumed to have spatial variations, that is, ψ = ψ(~r). The new expression for the internal
energy is:
U=

Z 
V



γ0 |∇ψ(~r)|2 +γ1 ψ(~r)(1 − ψ(~r)) d~r ,

(2.20)

where γ0 = /νδ and γ1 = /2δ 3 , with ν equal to the number nearest neighbours. Consider
now the entropy part of the free energy, which can be written as:
S=−

kB Z
(ψ(~r) ln ψ(~r) + (1 − ψ(~r)) ln(1 − ψ(~r))) d~r .
δ3 V

(2.21)

Combining Equations (2.20) and (2.21) yields the free energy for this system,
F = U + TS =

Z 
V



γ0 |∇ψ(~r)|2 +γ1 ψ(~r)(1 − ψ(~r)) d~r

− T kB
F [ψ] =

Z
V

Z

(ψ(~r) ln ψ(~r) + (1 − ψ(~r)) ln(1 − ψ(~r))) d~r

(2.22)

V

γ0 |∇ψ(~r)|2 +f (ψ(~r)) d(~r) .

(2.23)

The term f (ψ(~r)) represents the bulk free energy density of the system. The gradient term establishes the effect of the interface in the free energy description, and the
corresponding coefficient γ0 is closely related to the interfacial energy. Additionally,
Equation (2.23) is in the form of a free energy functional since it is expressed as the
integral of the free energy density, involving both bulk and interface energy terms that
have spatial variations. The phase-field approach applies this formulation and substitutes
the free energy density expansion derived by Landau theory. Out of many systems that
are investigated, typically encountered is two-phase separation that corresponds to the
double well potential. In such a case, the even terms of the Landau free energy expansion
are retained and the free energy functional is:
F [ψ] =

Z 

1
1
γ0 |∇ψ(~r)|2 + a2 ψ 2 + a4 ψ 4 d(~r) .
2
4


(2.24)

The addition of a spatial variation term to the Landau free energy was part of the basis
in describing the phase transition to a superconducting phase introduced by Ginzburg
and Landau [73], giving a phenomenological model to describe superconductors.
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2.3.2

Deriving Dynamics

In general, the phase-field dynamics are constructed based in part on theory developed
by Cahn and Hilliard [43] for describing dynamics of conserved systems, and Allen and
Cahn for non-conserved systems [44]. A phase-field with conserved dynamics has the
same average value of the order parameter in the whole system for all time, whereas the
average value of an order parameter in non-conserved can increase or decrease during the
phase transition. In order to obtain these dynamics, the functional derivative is applied.

2.3.3

Functional Derivatives

A functional refers to a mapping of a space to a field of numbers [74], appearing frequently
in physics as part of the free energy description of a system where the domain of the
functional is usually a space of functions. The familiar example is the action functional
in Lagrangian mechanics, of which the purpose is to measure the total energy of a physical
process and formulated as an integral of the free energy density. The precise form of the
free energy density function may then be identified from the minimization of the total
free energy, based the principle of least action [75]. This applies to the study of phase
transitions by associating the total free energy of the phase changing process with the
underlying driving forces.
Let f (~r, ψ, ψ 0 , . . .) be a function of ψ(~r) and its derivatives and F be the general
R

functional of f viz. F [ψ] = f d~r. The functional derivative is formally denoted:
δF [ψ]
,
δψ

(2.25)

and defined by
Z

δF [ψ]
F [ψ + ω] − F [ψ]
ω(~r) = lim
→0
δψ

d
= F [ψ + ω]
,
d
=0

(2.26)
(2.27)

where ω(~r) is any function and ω is the variation of ψ. In the free energy functional, f has
the form f = f (~r, ψ, ψ 0 ). To obtain the explicit expression of the functional derivative, it
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is assumed that ψ minimizes F [ψ], and recognized that when F [ψ] obtains a minimum,
F [ψ] ≤ F [ψ + ω] .

(2.28)

Let Φ() = F [ψ + ω] be a function of . Then Φ() has a minimum at  = 0, meaning
that
dΦ
Φ (0) =
d
0

=
=0

Z "
V

df
d

#

d~r = 0 .
df
d

The total derivative of the derivative in the last term is
simplified using the fact
Z "
V

df
d

dψ
d

= ω and
#

d~r =

Z
V

=0

=

Z
V

=

Z
V

dψ
d

(2.29)

=0

=

∂f dψ
∂ψ d

+

∂f dψ 0
,
∂ψ 0 d

which is

= ω 0 . Consequently,
!

∂f
∂f 0
ω+
ω d~r
∂ψ
∂ψ 0
∂f
∂f
ωd~r +
ω
∂ψ
∂ψ 0

−

(2.30)
Z
V

V

ω

d ∂f
d~r
d~r ∂ψ 0

(2.31)

!

∂f
d ∂f
ω−ω
d~r .
∂ψ
d~r ∂ψ 0

(2.32)

Since this integral is always zero, then the integrand is zero, so:
∂f
d ∂f
−
,
∂ψ d~r ∂ψ 0

(2.33)

and thereby yielding the form of the functional derivative for the free energy functional
[76, 77].

2.3.4

Phase Transition of a Non-conserved Parameter

In many systems, the movement of particles is influenced by the chemical potential, µ,
which is the rate of change of free energy with respect to a state variable according to the
thermodynamic definition [6]. Consider a simple system where the entire driving force
is attributed to the chemical potential, then µ is given by the minimization of the free
energy from Equation (2.24) via the functional derivative:
δF [ψ]
= µ.
δψ

(2.34)

To obtain the dynamical description of the system driven purely by the chemical potential, dissipative minimization is applied, yielding:
∂ψ
δF [ψ]
= −M
.
∂t
δψ

(2.35)
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In other words, the system evolves through movement of particles induced by the chemical
potential. This is a phase transition described by an order parameter with non-conserved
dynamics, originally developed by Allen and Cahn and accordingly called the Allen–Cahn
Model [78], also called Model A in the Halperin and Hohenberg classification [27]. The
non-conserved model can be used, for example, to describe solidification or magnetization.
The bulk free energy of a two phase decomposition can be found by adapting the
Landau free energy to retain even terms, corresponding to a double well potential:
f (ψ) =

c1 2 c2 4
ψ + ψ .
2
4

(2.36)

The free energy functional for the corresponding phase-field model is:
F [ψ] =

Z

1
c1
c2
|∇ψ|2 + ψ 2 + ψ 4 d~r ,
2
2
4

(2.37)

which, when substituted into the evolution equation, gives the dynamics:


∂ψ
= −M ∇2 ψ + c1 ψ + c4 ψ 3 .
∂t

(2.38)

The dynamics of this system are driven entirely by the interface curvature [79].

2.3.5

Phase Transition of a Conserved Parameter

The free energy describing the phase separation of a conserved order parameter was
derived by Cahn and Hilliard [43] and is accordingly commonly known as the Cahn–
Hilliard equation. The equation can also be derived using the phase-field approach by
imposing conservation of mass on the dynamics. Consider a binary liquid system; the
dynamics are driven by the differences in chemical potential between constituents. From
the non-conserved case above, the chemical potential in terms of the free energy functional
is rewritten:
δF [ψ]
= µ.
δψ

(2.39)

To obtain the conserved dynamics, this must be related to the mass conservation equation:
∂ψ
= −∇ · J ,
∂t

(2.40)
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where J is the flux of the material. The flux comes from the gradient in the chemical
potential, driving movement in the material:
J = −D∇ · µ .

(2.41)

By substituting Equation (2.41) into the mass conservation equation, the following is
obtained:
δF [ψ]
∂ψ
= D∇2
,
∂t
δψ

(2.42)

where it is assumed that the system is isotropic with a homogeneous diffusion coefficient.
Now consider the case of spinodal decomposition in which a material undergoes phase
separation. This can be modelled with the bulk energy based on a double well potential,
also used in the non-conserved case:
f (ψ) =

c1 2 c2 4
ψ + ψ .
2
4

(2.43)

Spinodal decomposition is a second order phase transformation. The equation of motion
of this model is:


∂ψ
= D∇2 ∇2 ψ + c1 ψ + c4 ψ 3 .
∂t

(2.44)

A phase transition described by an order parameter with conserved dynamics is called
Model B in the Halperin and Hohenberg classification [27].

2.4

SymPhas

With the phase-field approach gaining popularity, there is a growing need for the development and release of open source phase-field simulation software which generalize some
numerical strategies as has been discussed by Hong and Viswanathan [80]. While there
are several packages for the finite element method to solve partial differential equations,
much less is available for finite differences. On the finite element side, some recent ones
include, e.g., Predictive Integrated Structural Materials Science – Phase-Field (PRISMSPF) [81], which uses a matrix free approach, SfePy [82], as well Multiphysics Object
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Oriented Simulation Environment (MOOSE) [83], which offers symbolic algebra functionality and automatic differentiation, allowing for instance, specification of free energy
equations, FiPy [84], which is equipped with an accessible Python interface and straightforward equation specification, and FEniCS [85].
On the finite difference side the situation is quite different. Current open software
includes the Mesoscale Microstructure Simulation Project (MMSP) [86], though development appears to have ceased shortly after its release, and OpenPhase [87], which employs
parallelization and sparse storage and is well-suited to large scale multi-phase problems.
To improve upon the existing open source tools available using finite difference methods, SymPhas is presented, which is an API and software package that aims at advancing
the ability to implement numerical solutions of general phase-field problems by increasing
accessibility and flexibility, and without sacrificing performance. Designed primarily for
simulating any phase-field model, SymPhas applies a uniform grid based approach for
the implementation of numerical solvers, thereby allowing simulations to scale well with
the number of grid points and number of order parameters, regardless of dimension. This
is supplemented with parallelization via the C++ standard library and OpenMP [88] to
facilitate high performance and large-scale simulations.
The SymPhas API allows the user to define and solve any phase-field models that
can be formed field-theoretically, for up to 3 dimensions and of arbitrary numbers of
order parameters and equations. This applies to reaction-diffusion equations as well.
Phase-field problems are readily specified in the program using the equations of motion,
provided in a completely unconstrained form using simple keyword-based grammar. This
is achieved this primarily in three ways:
• through the implementation of symbolic algebra functionality that offers the ability
to manipulate and transform expression trees;
• a modular approach of object oriented programming (OOP) that progressively layers more complexity; and
• seamless inclusion of user-developed numerical solvers in the workflow.
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The symbolic algebra feature is implemented through compile-time constructs which

directly formulate expression trees at the point of definition. This is a unique feature of
SymPhas that is not present in any other phase-field software package.
A modular design is used to retain a simple interface for basic uses while simultaneously supporting complex tasks and implementations. As part of applying the modular
design, template meta-programming is used to fully optimize program constructs and
eliminate branching. Also achieved is a considerable decoupling between elements, allowing individual functional elements of SymPhas to remain distinct. This has the added
benefit of supporting community development.
The modular approach also facilitates one of the key features of SymPhas; the ability
to integrate a user-developed numerical solver into the workflow. The solver is coded and
integrated with the SymPhas API through a unique class inheritance strategy that applies
a design that eliminates almost all API-specific restrictions on the solver implementation.
Alongside the symbolic algebra library, SymPhas thereby provides the user with the
flexibility and capability to develop custom numerical solvers based on uniform grids for
generic phase-field problems.
With extensive documentation and adherence to good programming practise, SymPhas is provided as a codebase to be expanded and driven by community development.
This is further supported through the build process of SymPhas managed by CMake [89],
allowing the user to customize, install and import SymPhas.

Chapter 3
Methods
Phase-field problems demonstrate a huge variety of microstructures, and especially for
a phase-field model like that defined by the Gray-Scott equations [56], the range of microstructure diversity is massive. Fundamentally though, solutions to phase-field problems can be reduced to solving systems of partial differential equations (PDEs), and one of
the most basic approaches is applying a central difference approximation in space with a
forward-time integration. It is is also adequately suited to and finds appropriate solutions
to “stiff problems”, of which phase-field problems are part. The forward-time centralspace scheme, also called the “forward Euler method”, is implemented in SymPhas, as
well as a scheme called the semi-implicit Fourier spectral method. In this chapter, both
schemes will be discussed from the numerical standpoint, and then proceed to a discussion
of the SymPhas codebase.

3.1

Central Space Forward Time Method Scheme

The forward Euler method [90] is arguably the most prolific scheme used in the time integration for solutions to systems of differential equations, and typically most useful when
there is no derivative higher than first order in time. It is applied in a far-reaching range
of fields, from hydrodynamics [91–94] to financial modelling [95–98]. The Euler method
25
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also enjoys widespread use in simulations of cardiac models [99–103], which demonstrate
highly nonlinear behaviour such as spiral waves, emphasized here to highlight the practicality of this method in complex phenomena. The scheme for the first order differential
problem of one variable t [104] is:
du(t)
= αL{u(t)} ,
dt

(3.1)

where L is a linear operator in space, is given by:
un+1 − un
= αL{un } .
∆t

(3.2)

Here, un is a discrete variable representing the numerical approximation to the real
solution u(t) at the time index t = n∆t, split into uniform cells of width ∆t. The next
time index is then given by the relation:
un+1 = α∆tL{un } + un .

(3.3)

This scheme can be derived graphically or by rearranging the Taylor expansion of u(t+∆t)
near t, the latter of which follows:
du(t)
+ O(∆t2 )
dt
du(t)
u(t + ∆t) − u(t)
=
+ O(∆t2 ) .
dt
∆t

u(t + ∆t) = u(t) + ∆t

(3.4)
(3.5)

Substituting this approximation for du(t)/dt into the original differential problem yields:
u(t + ∆t) − u(t)
= αLu(t) + O(∆t2 )
∆t
u(t + ∆t) = ∆tαL{u(t)} + u(t) + O(∆t)
un+1 = α∆tL{un } + un ,

(3.6)
(3.7)
(3.8)

where the numerical function un is substituted on the last line, thereby recovering the
scheme. From this derivation, it is seen that the forward Euler scheme is only first order
accurate, so the drawback is that very small step sizes are generally required. However,
the simplicity of this method is highly redeeming; since it is straightforward it can be
very easily implemented. In this way, the accuracy disadvantage is also typically offset
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because, computationally, calculating the values of the next time step is very fast and
highly parallelizable with negligible memory costs. Moreover, it is adequately suited for
stiff problems, a class of problems in which numerical solutions display large instability.
Stiff problems are often the result of different scales of time (or space) over which the
function changes, and this will usually limit the size of the time step.
When u is a function of two variables, time and space, the linear operator L typically
involves spatial derivatives. In this case, although the choice of the form of time integrator
is not so related to the numerical treatment of L, the choice of time step is. Phase-field
problems typically involve linear operators that include Laplacian operators and higher
even-ordered derivatives. For pedagogical purposes, consider just the canonical case when
L is the Laplacian operator, which turns Equation (3.1) into the heat equation:
du(x, t)
= α∇2 u(x, t) .
dt

(3.9)

The approximation of the Laplacian is done with the central difference scheme:
∇2 u(x) ≈

uj+1 − 2uj + uj−1
,
∆x2

(3.10)

where uj is the discrete variable split uniformly with width ∆x, representing the numerical
approximation to the result of differentiating u(x) with x = j∆x. The central difference
scheme for the Laplace operator is second order accurate. The forward Euler scheme
in time can be combined with the central difference scheme in space to fully discretize
Equation (3.9) [90]:
un+1
− unj
un − 2unj + unj−1
j
= α j+1
∆t
∆x2

α∆t  n
n
n
un+1
= unj +
u
−
2u
+
u
.
j
j+1
j
j−1
∆x2

(3.11)
(3.12)

This is an example of a scheme that can be automatically generated by SymPhas for a
given phase-field problem, accomplished by storing multiple central difference approximations for different derivatives and for up to three dimensions.
Inappropriate values for the time step will generate an unstable solution; to determine
what time step should be used, von Neumann stability analysis is applied [105, 106]. To
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begin, define that the full differential problem is given by Equation (3.9) subject to
periodic boundary conditions, and let (x, t) be the absolute error of its solution, namely,
the distance between the numerical and exact solutions at time t = n∆t and position
x = j∆x. Since (x, t) satisfies the original differential equation and is subject to periodic
boundaries, it can be expressed as a discrete Fourier series:
(x, t) =

X

Em (t)eikm x ,

(3.13)

m

where Em (t) is the amplitude and km is the wavevector corresponding to mode m, where
the amplitude is allowed to change with time. It is necessary and sufficient to prove
stability of this problem if it can be shown that the amplitude in error does not grow,
meaning |Em (t + ∆t)/Em (t)|≤ 1. To put a restriction on amplitude in terms of the
known values, it is first recognized that the behaviour of individual terms of the series
can be studied without loss of generality. This is because the differential equation, and in
turn the difference scheme, is linear. Let c =

α∆t
∆x2

and substitute the error corresponding

to mode m, m (x, t), into the differential equation and simplify:


Em (t + ∆t)
= 1 + c eikm ∆x + e−ikm ∆x − 2
Em (t)

= 1 − 4c sin2 (km ∆x/2) .

(3.14)
(3.15)

Now apply the condition that the amplitude does not grow:
1 − 4c sin2 (km ∆x/2) ≤ 1

(3.16)

4c sin2 (km ∆x/2) ≤ 2

(3.17)

1
2
α∆t
1
≤ .
∆x2
2

c sin2 (km ∆x/2) ≤

(3.18)
(3.19)

When this condition is met, the scheme in Equation (3.12) will be stable; this is known
as the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) condition [107]. The CFL condition depends on
aspects of the problem such as the differential operator, the boundary conditions and
the dimension. In higher dimensional problems, the stencil will typically introduce larger
error.
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3.2

Semi-Implicit Fourier Spectral Method

The dynamical equation of motion for a phase-field problem of one order parameter
ψ = ψ(~x, t) can be expressed in the following generic way:
∂ψ
= L(∇j ){ψ} + nonlinear terms ,
∂t

(3.20)

where L is a linear operator involving derivatives up to order j that is applied to ψ
and is followed by the addition of terms that are nonlinear in ψ. The general procedure
for determining a semi-implicit Fourier spectral numerical scheme is based on using the
variation of constants solution to the ordinary linear differential equation that results from
the Fourier transform of Equation (3.20). An approximation for numerically integrating
the nonlinear part is chosen, and depends on the form of L and the particular spectral
method that is used [108]. The resulting scheme solves the original problem in Fourier
space; this is deliberately chosen because Fourier space forms a natural basis set that
is amenable to computational implementations via fast Fourier transforms and regular
grids [28, 109].
Equation (3.20) is rewritten by assuming that the nonlinear part is expressible as
a sum of unique linear differential operators applied to nonlinear expressions. Since
each linear differential operator is unique, it can be enumerated, and consequently the
nonlinear expression to which it is applied can be ascribed the same index. Let Ni be
a unique linear differential operator of derivatives up to order mi that is applied to a
nonlinear function fi . Then:
X
∂ψ
= L(∇j ) {ψ} +
Ni (∇mi ) {fi (ψ)} .
∂t
i

(3.21)

The semi-implicit Fourier method approximates the solution of ψ by taking the Fourier
transform of Equation (3.21) and solving it as a linear ordinary differential equation,
X
∂ ψ̂~k
= L(k j )ψ̂~k +
Ni (k mi )fˆi (ψ)~k ,
∂t
i

(3.22)

where ψ̂~k = ψ̂(~k, t) is the Fourier transform of the order parameter, fˆi is the Fourier
transform of the nonlinear function fi , ~k is a vector in Fourier space and k = |~k|. Also,
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since ∇ → −k under a Fourier transform in an infinite domain, the operator L becomes
a linear function L(k j ), a linear combination of the Fourier transformed derivatives, and
likewise for N .
The solution to Equation (3.22) is written at two times, t and t + ∆t:
−L(kj )t

ψ̂~k (t) = e

Z t"

e

L(kj )s

#
X

0

+e

Ni (k mi )fˆi (ψ(s))~k ds

ψ̂~k (0)

−L(kj )(t+∆t)

ψ̂~k (t + ∆t) = e

Z t+∆t "

#

L(kj )s

X

e

0

+e

(3.23)

i

−L(kj )t

Ni (k )fˆi (ψ(s))~k ds
mi

i

−L(kj )(t+∆t)

(3.24)

ψ̂~k (0) .

The goal is to find an expression for Equation (3.24) which only depends on the solution
at time t; in this way, a formulation for the numerical scheme can be obtained. Proceed
by splitting the integral in Equation (3.24) into two integrals in order to substitute
Equation (3.23) into Equation (3.24):
ψ̂~k (t + ∆t) = e

−L(kj )(t+∆t)

Z t"

L(kj )s

e

#
X

0

Ni (k mi )fˆi (ψ(s))~k ds

i

−L(kj )(t+∆t)

+e

Z t+∆t "

e

L(kj )s

#
X

t
−L(kj )(t+∆t)

+e
ψ̂~k (t + ∆t) = e−L(k

j )(t+∆t)



+e

i

j )t



ψ̂~k (t + ∆t) = e−L(k

j )∆t

j )(t+∆t)



Z t+∆t "

e

L(kj )s

#
X

Ni (k )fˆi (ψ(s))~k ds
mi

(3.26)

i

ψ̂~k (0)


j

ψ̂~k (t) − e−L(k )t ψ̂~k (0)

−L(kj )(t+∆t)

+e

Z t+∆t "

e

L(kj )s

t

+ e−L(k



j

ψ̂~k (t) − e−L(k )t ψ̂~k (0)

t

+ e−L(k

(3.25)

ψ̂~k (0)

eL(k

−L(kj )(t+∆t)

Ni (k )fˆi (ψ(s))~k ds
mi

j )(t+∆t)

#
X

Ni (k )fˆi (ψ(s))~k ds
mi

(3.27)

i

ψ̂~k (0)

The equation for the subsequent time index is obtained:
ψ̂~k (t + ∆t) = e−L(k

j )∆t

+e

ψ̂~k (t)

−L(kj )(t+∆t)

Z t+∆t "

e

t

L(kj )s

#
X
i

Ni (k )fˆi (ψ(s))~k ds .
mi

(3.28)
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The integral is approximated by Taylor expanding fi around t, retaining only the first
term, and then evaluating the integral:
Z t+∆t "

−L(kj )(t+∆t)

e

e

L(kj )s

t

Ni (k )fˆi (ψ(s))~k ds
mi

L(kj )(s−t−∆t)

e

#

(3.30)

i

"
X

Ni (k )fˆi (ψ(t))~k
mi

#Z

"
X
i

t+∆t

eL(k

j )(s−t−∆t)

(3.31)

ds

t

i

=

Ni (k mi )fˆi (ψ(t))~k ds + O(∆t)

X

t

≈

(3.29)

i

Z t+∆t "

=

#
X

j

e−L(k )∆t − 1
ˆ
Ni (k )fi (ψ(t))~k
.
L(k j )
#

mi

(3.32)

This approximation is first order accurate in time because the truncated second term of
the Taylor expansion of fi involves an (s − t) term that evaluates to a maximum degree
of error equal to ∆t in the integration. This result is substituted into Equation (3.28) to
yield the first order in time semi-implicit Fourier spectral solution [108, 109]:
−L(kj )∆t

ψ̂~k (t + ∆t) = e

j
e−L(k )∆t − 1 X
ψ̂~k (t) +
Ni (k mi )fˆi (ψ(t))~k .
j
L(k )
i

"

#

(3.33)

In discrete space where n indicates the time index such that t = n∆t and ψ̂ n is the
Fourier transform of ψ n , the scheme is written:
ψ̂

n+1

=e

−L(kj )∆t

j
e−L(k )∆t − 1 X
ψ̂ +
Ni (k mi )fˆi (ψ n ) .
L(k j )
i

"

n

#

(3.34)

The exponential multiplier terms are called the semi-implicit operators. As part of this
derivation, the nonlinear part has been expressed as two separate terms—a differential
operator applied to a nonlinear function—so that the differential operator can be absorbed into the nonlinear operator. For this work, let A be the operator for the linear
term, and Bi the operators for the nonlinear terms. Then the scheme can be written in
the shorthand:
ψ̂ n+1 = Aψ̂ n +

X

Bi fˆi (ψ n ) ,

(3.35)

i

where A = e−L(k

j )∆t

and Bi = (e−L(k

j )∆t

− 1)L−1 (k j )Ni (k mi ). The operators can be

evaluated before the scheme is applied by the solver, since L and N do not depend on
time. The spectral solver can only construct operators for equations involving even orders
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of derivatives, and not odd-ordered derivatives. Computing operators from odd-ordered
derivatives would involve additional implementation to handle computing the Fourier
transform of the components of the wavevector, which is omitted because odd-ordered
derivatives are not involved in the class of problems that are studied in this work.

3.3

SymPhas API Design

The design of the SymPhas codebase was created from the basic starting point of a solver
for systems of PDEs, then developed it to deliver a sophisticated framework to effectively
solving phase-field models of any complexity. Fundamentally, SymPhas is an API and
does not solve phase-field problems on its own, instead, extensive functionality is available to the user: straightforward phase-field model specification using symbolic algebra;
inclusion of customized solvers; a rich set of API functions and classes for managing a
phase-field model, including data persistence; dynamic configuration specification; and
project management using CMake. The implementation that defines the problem and
establishes program control flow is written using the API. This consists of three components:
1. Model definitions file: The phase-field description and equations of motion are
specified. These are written using C++ macros provided by SymPhas and that
follow a simple grammar structure. Putting this in a separate file is optional.
2. Solver file: The implementation of a specific method which solves a phase-field
problem using the equations of motion.
3. Driver file: Specifies the workflow, data inputs and outputs.
OOP is used in SymPhas to represent phase-field problems and extensively apply the
programming paradigm known as template meta-programming; the use of objects and
functions defined with arbitrary parameters or data types [110]. These abstractions are
either implicitly (by the compiler) or explicitly (by the user) specialized for concrete
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types. The benefit of this approach is that the type specialization gives the compiler full
information about the call stack, allowing it to make optimizations not possible in different approaches (e.g., virtual inheritance). The other advantage is added extendability
through type dependent implementations. The drawback is that since each specialization
is unique, the library and executable will take longer to compile and result in a larger
size when many specializations are used (e.g. compiling five phase-field models of one or
two order parameters with one solver defined with all available finite difference stencils
– see Section 3.4.2 – results in a total size of approximately 3MB). As part of template
meta-programming, the expression template technique is applied [111, 112], commonly
referred to as the curiously recurring template pattern (CRTP) [113], mainly used in the
implementation of the symbolic algebra functionality. A non-exhaustive list of familiar
libraries using expression templates includes Armadillo [114, 115], Blitz++ [116], Boost
µBLAS [117], Dlib [118], Eigen [119], Stan Math Library [120] and xtensor [121].
The OOP design takes a modular approach to program structure, meaning that the
design reduces coupling and increases cohesion based on the optimal principles [122, 123],
with an emphasis on applying the single-responsibility principle for objects [124]. Objects
designed under this modular framework can be readily extended or modified without a
refactoring the existing code. Moreover, modularity is used to reflect the real world
representation of a phase-field problem. The overall aim is to simplify and streamline
the future development of SymPhas.
Additionally, the build process is another aspect designed to be user friendly. Managed by CMake, the user has full control over program definitions and modules. The
result of the build process is a shared library that can be linked in a g++ invocation or
alternatively, imported into a separate user CMake [89] project.
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3.4

Objects in SymPhas

SymPhas is designed with the intention of retaining similarities with the problem representation in physical and mathematical terms with the aim of facilitating future development.
To assist in this explanation, the font style of elements mentioned in this section will
change depending on the element type. These styles are:
• enumeration: Refers to an enumeration type; the purpose of an enumeration is to
associate a list of named values with each other in one group. An enumeration
instance can only take on the values associated with the names in the enumeration
type.
• alias: Refers to a name given to an existing type; an alias for the type name. This
allows it to be referred to by this different name for purposes of convenience and
clarity.
• object: Symbolizes that the element is a struct, a C++ data structure. A struct is
a collection of information and functions, which are said to be its members.
The following is a list and brief description of the most relevant objects defined and
used in SymPhas:
• Grid: Basic array type for storing phase-field values of arbitrary type.
• Boundary: Logical element for defining properties of a grid boundary for use in
applying finite difference stencils.
• Stencil: Object which defines the finite difference stencils used to approximate
derivatives in a uniform grid.
• OpExpression: Interface object representing the node in an expression tree, based on
the CRTP.
• Solver: Interface that is specialized for implementing the solution procedure.
• Model: Encapsulation of the problem representation, including the equations of
motion. Primary interface for managing the solution of a phase-field problem.
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Uniform Grid

The object Grid is a template class to support arbitrary order parameter type and phasefield problem dimension with template arguments T defining the underlying array type
and D for the grid dimension of type size_t. The data of the grid is initialized as a onedimensional array, where the system dimensions are logically imposed according to row
major order; the first dimension is always the horizontal (x-axis). This ensures fastest
run time through memory localization. An extension of Grid called BoundaryGrid enables
the use of finite difference stencils at points near the boundary and implements routines
to update boundary grid elements (for example, to apply periodicity of the domain). This
is accomplished by managing a list of indices that correspond to boundary elements. The
number of layers of the boundary is predefined based on the extent of the largest finite
difference stencil.

3.4.2

Finite Difference Stencils

Stencils are finite difference approximations of derivatives of a specified order, and in
SymPhas, second and fourth order accurate central space stencils are implemented for
various order of derivatives. As part of this, stencils are defined using three characteristics: 1) the order of derivative to which it is applied; 2) the order of accuracy and 3) the
dimension of the system. An additional characterization is the number of points used in
the stencil.
A stencil family is a group of stencils with the same dimension and order of accuracy,
and stencil_params is defined to store all these values when it is necessary to represent
stencil family data. This categorization is applied to the design of stencils in SymPhas
by implementing specialized template classes for each family.
Stencils are CRTP-based template classes with member functions for each order of
derivatives up to fourth order, and a member function for the generalized implementation of higher orders. In particular, the Laplacian, bilaplacian, gradlaplacian and
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gradient derivatives are explicitly defined according to those derived in [125], including
both anisotropic- and isotropic-type stencils that are second and fourth order accuracy in
two dimensions, and second order accuracy in 3 dimensions. Using CRTP in the stencil
implementation eliminates branching in the member function invocations; a significant
optimization that improves performance since stencils are used multiple times at each
grid point for every solution iteration.
For second order accuracy approximations, the Laplacian is implemented by 5 and 9
point stencils for 2D and 7, 15, 19, 21 and 27 point stencils in 3D; the gradlaplacian is
implemented by 6, 8, 12 and 16 point stencils and 10, 12, 28, 36 and 40 point stencils
in 3D; and the bilaplacian is implemented by 13, 17 and 21 point stencils for 2D and
21, 25, 41, 52 and 57 point stencils for 3D. For fourth order accuracy approximations,
which are only in 2D, the Laplacian is implemented by 9, 17 and 21 point stencils; the
gradlaplacian is implemented by 14, 18, 26 and 30 point stencils; and the bilaplacian is
implemented by 21, 25, 33 and 37 point stencils [125]. The wide selection ensures that an
appropriate approximations can be used in different problems. Higher order derivatives
are implemented by inheriting from a specialized template class declaring a single member
template function, although currently there are no stencils defined for derivative orders
greater than 4.

Expressions
One of the primary features of SymPhas is the symbolic algebra functionality, accomplished by representing mathematical expressions with expression trees. The motivation
is to interpret equations of motion in a general way and expose this functionality in a
user-friendly way via the SymPhas API. An expression tree representation allows the
equations of motion to be treated as a single object; i.e., it can be persisted as an object
state or passed as a function parameter. Also, expression trees provide the ability to
reorganize and manipulate mathematical expressions.
Symbolic algebra is implemented through an approach unique to phase-field simu-
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lations programs: using the CRTP that generates compiled code for an expression tree
evaluation and is as close as possible to writing the evaluation manually. In this sense,
the symbolic algebra is considered “compile-time constant”, in that the expression representation is formulated at compile time. The type name of the CRTP base and expression
tree node is OpExpression.
The driving motivation of this design choice is minimizing whole application runtime
since the runtime associated with expression tree traversal is the primary bottleneck.
For example, the time spent by the solver in evaluating an expression to obtain values
of the equation of motion for the phase-field, at all points in the grid and for each
iteration of the solver, depends strongly on the traversal speed of the expression tree. An
implication of this design is that, in general, each expression is a unique type (unique
specializations of OpExpression). This means there is some tradeoff in flexibility associated
with manipulating the expression (i.e. simplifying and factoring) and obligates any code
which deals with expression trees to also use generic programming, though this fits well
within the design framework of SymPhas. A quite substantial advantage, but one which is
not applied to SymPhas, is that code control can be manually tailored based on expression
types in order to introduce substantial optimizations.

Solution Interface
The base SymPhas library does not provide a solver implementation, though two solver
implementations are provided in the SymPhas package, detailed in Section 3.4.3. Instead,
the solution interface, Solver, declares three functions used in the time evolution workflow
of phase-fields which a concrete solver must implement. The solver interface is designed
using the mediator pattern [126] and based on the CRTP. The mediator is a “transformation object” produced by the solver member function form_expr_one() using the equations
of motion, and is used by the solver to time evolve the phase-fields. By taking advantage
of the modular framework of SymPhas, the solver interface is designed to allow the transformation object to remain entirely specific to the implemented solver which maximizes
third party development potential. A specialized solver implements the following three
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primary interface functions, where additional functions, such as derivatives, may also be
written if the solver necessitates it:

form_expr_one() Given the equations of motion, returns an object for each phase-field in
a form suitable for the solver interface function equation() to compute
data for the time evolution of the phase-field. This function is only
needs to be called once. It performs most of the work in order to
ensure maximum program performance.
equation()

Using the phase-field and the output of form_expr_one() corresponding
to that phase-field, performs an initial time evolution step, typically
writing intermediate results to working memory.

step()

Using the current data and intermediate results computed by equation(),
obtain the next iteration in the solution.

Problem Encapsulation
Representing the physical phase-field problem is done in two parts, of which inheritance
of the Grid class is the first. Phase-field data is represented by System, which inherits
from Grid and adds information about the intervals and spatial separation within those
intervals. A further specialization of System called PhaseFieldSystem adds functionality such
as data persistence and populating array values with initial conditions. Beyond the data
type and dimension, an additional layer of modularity in these encapsulations exists to
flexibly specialize for a particular base grid to allow basic implementation features to
change based on the requirements of the problem or solver. For example, by introducing
a specialization of PhaseFieldSystem based on a BoundaryGrid, the forward Euler solver
appropriately integrates stencils with the existing workflow and can use a grid added to
that specialization to store working data. The implementation is not limited in reusability
and may be applied to a different solver.
The encapsulation of the phase-field model is the second part of the representation.
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The object Model is introduced to manage the phase-field data and solution method, that
is, the PhaseFieldSystem list and Solver, respectively. It is also the primary interface to
managing the phase-field data and solution workflow. The phase-field data initialization
is standardized, and a function interface is developed for communicating with the solver
and accessing phase-field data. Model is itself specialized in order to manage a specific
set of equations of motion corresponding to a phase-field problem. SymPhas currently
implements two specializations: into either a phase-field problem based on user-provided
equations of motion or a phase-field crystal problem.
The design ultimately serves to establish the elements: Data, Scheme and Mediator.
The Data is a list of solver-specialized PhaseFieldSystem instances managed by Model, the
Mediator is the user-defined Solver specialization and the Scheme is the solver-derived
transformation object based on the equations of motion. Essentially, the Scheme defines
how Data should change and the Mediator applies the Scheme to the Data, and is based
on how a phase-field model works in reality, whereby the phase-field changes over time
through a physical process described by equations of motion.

User-Defined Solvers
The user may develop their own solver using the SymPhas API and seamlessly integrate
it into an existing workflow. Implementation of a solver entails extending the provided
Solver

interface through CRTP. In the development of this feature, modular design is ap-

plied to emphasize flexibility for including user developed features, including potentially
third party libraries. The critical feature of this design is the transformation object,
since it is entirely managed inside the functionality of the implemented solver and does
not interact with the other parts of the program. Overall, the solver implementation
is decoupled as much as possible from the surrounding API implementation, effectively
simplifying the process to the greatest extent possible and allowing the user to immediately leverage the capabilities of the API without being limited by domain knowledge
prerequisites. Additionally, if the built-in SolverSystem specializations are insufficient, the
user may develop a new specialization. This has some constraints and requirements, in-
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cluding the requirement to follow a specific naming style; inheritance requirements; and
recompilation of the solution module sol.
The intention is that, with the robust framework in place to support solver implementations, any type of solver using a uniform grid can be developed. The symbolic algebra
framework offers multiple tools for manipulating and transforming equations of motion.
Since SymPhas uses a modular framework, solvers may also share implementation details.

3.4.3

Implementation

The SymPhas library is available with two solvers, a forward Euler solver (Section 3.4.3),
and a Semi-Implicit Fourier Spectral solver (Section 3.4.3); model definitions; and a
driver file. The program control flow for the driver file that is typically used in this work
is illustrated in Figure 3.1.

Forward Euler Solver
The forward Euler solver is implemented by first distributing the spatial derivatives in
the equations of motion to individual terms, allowing the finite difference stencils to be
applied. The method implements forward time stepping and central space approximation
of which the numerical details are described in Section 3.1.

Semi-Implicit Spectral Solver
In addition to the forward Euler solver, SymPhas also implements a semi-implicit Fourier
spectral solver. The scheme is derived in Section 3.2, some details from which are reiterated here to motivate the description for how the solver obtains a numerical scheme for
an arbitrary set of equations of motion.
Consider a phase-field problem for the order parameter ψ = ψ(~x, t); let L is a linear
operator involving derivatives up to order j that is applied to ψ and Ni be a unique linear
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Solve Phase Field Problem

Driver

Model

Initialize Configuration
[Load Checkpoint?]
No
Yes
Read backup file

Define model type
Construct parameters
Model Parameters
[All runs performed?]
Yes

No

Initialize Model

Update System (update)
Compute Dynamics (equation)
Time Evolve (step)
[Reached final index?]
No

Yes

Persist solution data

Figure 3.1: Control flow diagram for the implementation of the SymPhas API typically
used in this work, showing the steps taken to initialize, run and save solutions, from initiation to termination. The SymPhas library provides a function to perform the solution
loop illustrated under Model.
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differential operator of derivatives up to order mi that is applied to a nonlinear function
fi . The equation of motion for this problem may be expressed in the form:
X
∂ψ
= L(∇j ) {ψ} +
Ni (∇mi ) {fi (ψ)} .
∂t
i

(3.36)

Under periodic boundary conditions, the semi-implicit Fourier spectral solver approximates the solution to ψ by taking the Fourier transform of Equation (3.36):
X
∂ ψ̂~k
= L(k j )ψ̂~k +
Ni (k mi )fˆi (ψ)~k ,
∂t
i

(3.37)

where ψ̂~k = ψ̂(~k, t) is the Fourier transform of the order parameter, fˆi is the Fourier
transform of the nonlinear function fi , ~k is a vector in Fourier space and k = |~k|. Also,
since ∇j → −k j under a Fourier transform in an infinite domain, the operator L becomes
the function L(k j ), a linear combination of the Fourier transformed derivatives, and
likewise for N [28].
A difference scheme to Equation (3.37) is determined by solving it as a linear ordinary
differential equation and approximating to the 1st order, yielding [108, 109]:
ψ̂(t + ∆t) ≈ Aψ̂~k (t) + B

X

Ni (k mi )fˆn (ψ)~k ,

(3.38)

i

where
j

L(kj )∆t

A=e

eL(k )∆t − 1
and B =
..
L(k j )

(3.39)

The spectral solver produces Equation (3.38) from any given equation of motion, a significant advantage that generalizes the spectral solver to a multitude of problems. This
demonstrates the adaptability of the solver and of the program design in general. The
spectral solver also computes the values for A and B a priori to minimize the runtime.
The procedure is as follows:
1. Split the equation into linear and nonlinear parts. Call the linear part L and the
nonlinear part N , analogous to the notation in Equation (3.36).
2. Further split the linear part by separating terms with order parameters that are
ψ, along with terms that are not compatible with the linear operator. Call the
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expression formed by these terms L∗ and the expression formed by all other terms
Lψ . Thus, L = Lψ + L∗ .
3. Obtain Lψ by dividing Lψ by ψ and interchanging the derivative terms with the
Fourier space transformed derivatives. Generate values for A by evaluating Lψ .
4. Create the new expression L∗ by exchanging all order parameters in L∗ with the
Fourier transformed counterparts.
5. Let L∗ be represented as the sum of its unique derivatives dn applied to expressions
en , viz.:
L∗ =

X

dn · e n .

n

Form the set D∗ = {(dn , en ) | n}.
6. Apply Step 5 for the terms of N , producing the list DN . Form the set DN =
{(dn , ên ) | (dn , en ) ∈ DN } where hat denotes the Fourier transform of the respective
term.
7. Define the following sets:
D1 = {(dn , en , em ) | (dn , en ) ∈ D∗ , (dm , em ) ∈ DN , dn = dm } ,

(3.40)

D2 = {(dn , en , 0) | (dn , en ) ∈ D∗ , (dm , em ) ∈ DN , dn < {d}m } ,

(3.41)

D3 = {(dm , 0, em ) | (dm , em ) ∈ DN , (dn , en ) ∈ D∗ , dm < {d}n } .

(3.42)

Define D = D1 ∪ D2 ∪ D3 . In other words, generate elements of D by pairing
together the expressions in elements from D∗ and DN that match based on the
derivatives di , and there is no matching derivative in the other set, use 0 in place
of the associated expression.
8. Define two sequences Bi = B dˆi and Ei = (en,i , em,i ), using the elements:
(di , en,i , em,i ) ∈ D,
where B is as defined in Equation (3.39). With respect to Equation (3.38), Bi =
BNi (k) and en,i + em,i = fˆi (ψ)~k .
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9. Return the set {A, {B}i , {E}i }.
The scheme applied by the implemented spectral solver is then given by:
ψ̂n+1 = Aψ̂n (t) +

X





Bi E0i + E1i ,

(3.43)

i

where ψ̂n is the approximate solution to ψ̂(~k, t) (t = n∆t for time discretization ∆t), E0
and E1 are the sets of the first and second elements of E, respectively, and subscript i
represents the indexed elements of their respective sets.

Chapter 4
The SymPhas API
SymPhas, the compile-time formulated symbolic algebra framework for high performance numerical solutions of phase-field problems using a modular framework. A
new step to community driven phase-field modelling.

SymPhas is developed to provide an end user with an easy to use and high performance framework to simulate phase-field models through a robust API with substantial
flexibility. When compiled with a driver file, SymPhas uses a chosen numerical solver to
generate solutions to a given phase-field problem. The problem can be any type of phasefield model which is expressed as a set of dynamical equations. In other words, SymPhas
supports any multi-phase-field problem that can be formulated field-theoretically. The
numerical solvers supported by SymPhas are those based on uniform grids, such as finite difference solvers. The primary advantages of SymPhas are C-like optimized run
times, parallelization, a design based on a modular organization to facilitate third party
development, and extensive documentation produced using Doxygen (www.doxygen.org).
A relevant list of features offered by SymPhas are:
• An optimized symbolic algebra functionality that fully formulates expression trees
at compile time to evaluate an expression without branching at runtime. This is
coupled with a rich symbolic algebra feature set to give the user significant ability
45
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to transform, manipulate and manage expressions.

• Template meta-programming design that optimizes control paths and eliminates
branching, providing excellent runtime scaling for any size or dimension of model.
• A modular framework with object design and interactions based on the physical
phase-field problem. Separation between functional components, and separation
between functional elements within components. Alongside documentation, this
ensures development and extension by users is as streamlined as possible.
• Multiple numerical solvers and extensive support for integration of user-implemented
numerical solvers.
In this chapter, the basic usage of SymPhas it will be demonstrated and examined in
order to illustrate the core elements offered to the user and the simplicity of the approach
taken in delivering phase-field modelling to the end user. This will be split between
several sections, and in this way, will serve as a resource for setting up SymPhas. This
starts by describing the requirements of SymPhas and the installation procedure. Next,
a simple driver file to use SymPhas will be provided, and explore the elements therein so
as to support the user in the development of a tailored driver file. Finally, each of the
important elements in the topic of program configuration and API usage is described.

4.1

SymPhas Organization

The API is distributed between a collection of several modules. These modules and a
brief description of them follow:
lib

• Basic elements and functions used to support the functionality of other
modules in SymPhas. This includes simple data manipulation, program
parameters, timing, applying Fourier transforms and more.
• Introduces the symphas namespace and elements therein. Additional
elements are added to this namespace by other modules.

datatypes

• Defines objects for use in and otherwise supporting finite difference
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numerical solvers. These include the Grid and Boundary objects.
• Adds objects for data manipulation.
• Introduces the grid namespace to support management of the defined
objects.
sym

• Defines all symbolic algebra elements.
• Defines rules of symbolic algebra expressions.
• Introduces the expr namespace to manage and manipulate symbolic
algebra expressions.

sol

• Consolidates functionalities of the sym and datatypes modules into a
solution framework for applying numerical solvers.
• Defines the SymPhas classes.
• Defines finite difference stencils, Stencil for up to 4th order derivatives.

io

• Defines functionality for input and output.
• Defines elements under the symphas namespace.
• Introduces the io namespace.

conf

• Allows reading and writing configuration files, and managing the parameters thereof.

The modules required for the simplest build of SymPhas are lib, datatypes, sym and
sol. The compilation and installation instructions are provided in Appendix A.

4.2

SymPhas API Basics

Each element in SymPhas is extensively documented in Doxygen (www.doxygen.org),
and the listing can be found in docs in the source code root directory. This section will
describe the most relevant elements and how they are all used together, starting with an
example of a simple driver file. A driver file requires at least one solver definition in a
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separate header file, and at least one model definition, defined either within in the driver
file, or outside in a separate header file.
A driver file can be configured and compiled with CMake by including SymPhas with
the find_package command, or compiled directly with g++ by specifying the include and
library directories. These processes will be described in more detail through the examples
below.

Before writing or using any driver file, locate the solver definitions. Depending on
the installation configuration, these might be included in the installation directory.
If there are no solvers in the installation directory, they must be added when building
the driver by passing to the compiler the definition SOLVER_INCLUDE_HEADER set to the
solver definitions header. Solvers are required for building the driver and running
any simulation.

4.2.1

A First Program

From the source code root directory, the example discussed in this section can be found
in examples/first-driver. Included in this directory are two files: main.cpp, a driver file
with its own model definition, and CMakeLists.txt for configuring the CMake project. The
driver file is shown in Figure 4.1 and presents a very simple scenario where a single model
is defined and solved.
The program begins by including the header, symphas.h, which includes all SymPhas
components that were installed, and is required by any driver file. The model definition
then follows.
# include < symphas .h >
# define psi op (1)
# define dpsi dop (1)
MODEL ( EX , ( SCALAR ) ,
MODEL_DEF (
dpsi = lap ( psi ) + ( c1 - c2 * psi * psi ) * psi )
)
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# include < symphas .h >
# define psi op (1)
# define dpsi dop (1)
MODEL ( EX ,
( SCALAR ) ,
MODEL_DEF ( dpsi = lap ( psi ) + ( c1 - c2 * psi * psi ) * psi ))
int main ( int argc , char * argv [])
{
double dt = 0.5;
symphas :: problem_parameters_type pp { 1 };
symphas :: b_data_type bdata ;
symphas :: interval_data_type vdata ;
symphas :: init_data_type tdata { Inside :: UNIFORM , { -1 , 1 } };
symphas :: interval_element_type interval ;
interval . set_interval_count (0 , 80 , 128);
bdata [ Side :: LEFT ] = BoundaryType :: PERIODIC ;
bdata [ Side :: RIGHT ] = BoundaryType :: PERIODIC ;
bdata [ Side :: TOP ] = BoundaryType :: PERIODIC ;
bdata [ Side :: BOTTOM ] = BoundaryType :: PERIODIC ;
vdata [ Axis :: X ] = interval ;
vdata [ Axis :: Y ] = interval ;
pp . set_boundary_data (& bdata );
pp . set_initial_data (& tdata );
pp . set_interval_data (& vdata );
pp . set_problem_time_step ( dt );
model_EX_t <2 , SolverSP < Stencil2d2h <5 , 9 , 6 > > > model { pp };
symphas :: find_solution ( model , dt , 100);
}

Figure 4.1: Example of a simple driver program where a separate model definitions file is
not provided. A solver definitions file is still required. A phase-field problem of one order
parameter named EX is defined. System boundaries are defined to be periodic on each edge and
initial conditions set by seeding valuing with the uniform distribution U(−1, 1). Identical x and
y intervals are defined and provided, resulting in a square 128 × 128 grid. When the model is
created, the solver type (SolverSP) is passed as a template parameter. After doing 100 solver
iterations, a copy of the phase-field data can be taken from the model with model.grid<0>().
This program can be compiled through CMake or by providing the directories of the installed
header and library to g++.
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This is a model definition in its nearly simplest form. The model is specified using

C++ macros defined by SymPhas, beginning with the macro MODEL, which takes at least
three arguments:
• The model name, which can be any C++ compliant name. This name is used as
part of the model definition process to introduce a type alias for this model to the
global namespace. The new type is of the form model_NAME_t, where NAME is the given
name.
• The phase-field types, surrounded by parentheses, and are any of SCALAR, COMPLEX or
VECTOR.

• The specification of the dynamics, which typically involves only the equations. This
is provided by writing the equations in the argument to the macro MODEL_DEF.
For specifying the equation, the Nth order parameter is referred to by op(N), and its
time derivative is dop(N). Hence, the dynamical equation for order parameter op(N) is
given by dop(N) = ..., which must be in this format where only the time derivative is on
the left hand side. The keys c1 and c2 are part of a list of up to 16 keys that represent a
tunable parameter of the model. They are written in the format cN, where N represents
the index of the parameter. All coefficients are only floating point values, and can also
be referenced by the macro param(N).
The two #define lines after #include <symphas.h> create new names for the order parameter and its time derivative. This can be done to match macro names with physical
parameters to increase code comprehension. The model definition represents a phase-field
system with a real-valued order parameter evolved according to the equation:


dψ
= ∇ 2 ψ + c1 − c2 ψ 2 ψ .
dt

(4.1)

After the model definition, the main function is defined (program entry point), and
directly specifies the simulation that will be performed. The model is created and the
numerical solution is computed. To initialize the model, the problem parameters have to
be specified via the problem_parameters_type from the symphas namespace. The configuration
model conf offers an automatic way to do this by parsing an input file; see Section 4.7.
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Initializing the problem parameters object is done:
SymPhas :: problem_parameters_type pp { 1 };

where the value 1 is passed to indicate the problem parameters is for a single field. The
problem parameters instance is invalid at this stage, and requires information about the
phase-field systems, provided as arrays to the member functions:

set_interval_data The axis intervals of the phase-field systems.
set_boundary_data The boundary specifications of the phase-field system.
set_initial_data The initial conditions used to seed the phase-field system.

The order of the elements in the data arrays corresponds to the order of the phasefields as they are defined in the model definition. In other words, the phase-fields
are initialized from the problem parameters data element whose index corresponds
to the phase-field index in the model definition.

The main function begins by setting up the problem parameters by initializing each of
the data elements first:
int main ( int arc , char * arguer [])
{
double st = 0.1;
SymPhas :: problem_parameters_type pp { 1 };
SymPhas :: b_data_type data ;
SymPhas :: interval_data_type data ;
SymPhas :: unit_data_type data { Inside :: UNIFORM , { -1 , 1 } };
data [ Side :: LEFT ] = Boundary Type :: PERIODIC ;
data [ Side :: RIGHT ] = Boundary Type :: PERIODIC ;
data [ Side :: TOP ] = Boundary Type :: PERIODIC ;
data [ Side :: BOTTOM ] = BoundaryType :: PERIODIC ;
symphas :: interval_element_type interval ;
interval . set_interval_count (0 , 80 , 128);
vdata [ Axis :: X ] = interval ;
vdata [ Axis :: Y ] = interval ;
...
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The objects b_data_type, init_data_type and interval_data_type in the symphas namespace

represent the type of the boundary, initial condition and interval data, respectively. First,
the boundary and interval data objects are constructed:
symphas :: b_data_type bdata ;
symphas :: interval_data_type vdata ;

In order to construct the initial data, the parameters are passed directly to the constructor:
symphas :: init_data_type tdata { Inside :: UNIFORM , { -1 , 1 } };

This establishes the initial condition of the phase-field to be the uniform distribution in
the range −1, 1. In particular, each point of the phase-field will be generated by picking
a value from the uniform distribution with range between -1 and 1.
The boundary data is now generated:
bdata [ Side :: LEFT ] = BoundaryType :: PERIODIC ;
bdata [ Side :: RIGHT ] = BoundaryType :: PERIODIC ;
bdata [ Side :: TOP ] = BoundaryType :: PERIODIC ;
bdata [ Side :: BOTTOM ] = BoundaryType :: PERIODIC ;

Each line creates a new entry for the specified Side in bdata of type b_element_type. A
shorthand is available which associates a BoundaryType with a b_element_type, thereby directly constructing the entry. This defines the boundary conditions on all sides of the
system, and each side must be explicitly specified, otherwise the problem parameters are
in an invalid state.
Next, an interval is initialized and constructed:
symphas :: interval_element_type interval ;
interval . set_interval_count (0 , 80 , 128);

The object interval represents an interval in [0, 80] and is created with 128 discrete points.
It is used to initialize the system interval data for the problem parameters by associating
it to specific sides:
vdata [ Axis :: X ] = interval ;
vdata [ Axis :: Y ] = interval ;

Finally, the model can be created:
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model_EX_t <2 , SolverSP < Stencil2d2h <5 , 9 , 6 > > > model { pp };

The model type corresponding to the defined model is a template type of two types:
the dimension of the problem and the solver that should be used, respectively. The above
line therefore means that a model is initialized as a 2-dimensional problem and specified
to use the solver semi-implicit Fourier spectral solver, SolverSP<Stencil2d2h<5, 9, 6>>.
To solve the new constructed phase-field problem, the function is invoked:
symphas :: find_solution ( model , dt , 100);

which will perform 100 solver iterations. Although the time step dt is provided to this
function, depending on the solver implementation, the value may not be used. For
example, the provided spectral solver SolverSP computes solution data based only on the
time step which was provided at model construction through the parameters object, and
does not update it afterwards.
A copy of the phase-field can be obtained with:
auto pfdata = model . grid <0 >();

which takes the first phase-field in the 0-indexed list from the model. The resulting type
of the function called on last line is Grid, templated on the phase-field type and the model
dimension. In this case, it would be the type Grid<scalar_t, 2>.

4.2.2

Executing the First Program

To compile this program in Linux, there are two options. The first is using CMake with
the provided CMakeLists.txt. This offers the potential for more customization as well as
better management of larger projects. The second option is using g++, more appropriate
for this single driver file. To compile this driver file with g++, install SymPhas and see
Section 4.3. To compile this program in Windows, also see Section 4.3.
The CMake compilation can be configured by creating a directory build inside the
simple-driver

directory and executing the following command from inside build:
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cmake - DCMAKE_BUILD_TYPE : STRING = " Release " - DUSE_IO : BOOL = " True " \
- DSOLVER_INCLUDE_HEADER_DIR : PATH = " ../../ solvers " \
- DSOLVER_INCLUDE_HEADER_NAME : FILEPATH = " solverinclude . h " ..

This can be directly executed and does not require the SymPhas package to be installed beforehand. The reason is that the configuration provided in CMakeLists.txt will
add the source code directory as a subdirectory to this build. This will also add the io
module to the build. Adding the following variables to the configuration:
- DMODEL_INCLUDE_HEADER_DIR : PATH = " ../../ models " \
- DMODEL_INCLUDE_HEADER_NAME : FILEPATH = " modelinclude . h "

will add all the models included in SymPhas, but will require that the model defined
in main.cpp is removed or commented away. Subsequently running make will create an
executable symphas_impl.

4.3

Compiling and Running A Driver
Always ensure that the build directory is clean.

4.3.1

Linux

There are two options to build and run a program, and both require that SymPhas has
been installed. The first is using CMake and importing SymPhas with find_library(SymPhas).
In order to add the SymPhas library, the variable SymPhas_LIBRARIES is provided. CMake
offers the potential for customization as well as better management of larger projects.
As shown in the example of compiling the simple driver program, it is also possible to
make a CMake project which uses the SymPhas source code directly, but typically it
is best practise to install SymPhas with the desired configuration and add it through
find_library.

The second option is using g++, and can be easier for a single driver file. To compile
a driver file with g++, provide the location of the installed headers and the library; these
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will come from the install step. The library directory also needs to be listed in the system
variable LD_LIBRARY_PATH. In the following commands, it is assumed that SymPhas was
installed in /symphas/install/folder/, use:
export LD_LIBRARY_PATH = $LD_LIBRARY_PATH :/ symphas / install / folder / lib

If the include and library files were installed to /usr, then these arguments can be
omitted and LD_LIBRARY_PATH does not have to be modified.
If COMBINE_SHARED was enabled in the CMake configuration step of the installation, only
a single link to SymPhas needs to be indicated by adding -lsymphas_all. This shared
library compiles all object files that were used to compile the individual modules, so
there is no explicit library dependence. If the driver file is called main.cpp, then g++ is
invoked with:
g ++ main . cpp - std = c ++17 -I / symphas / install / folder / include \
-L / symphas / install / folder / lib - lsymphas_all - ltbb

This will generate an executable a.out in the current working directory. Note the dependence on the tbb library.
If COMBINE_SHARED was not provided or is false in the CMake configuration step of the
installation, then -lsymphas_all would be replaced with -lSymPhas -l... where ... indicates
the library files of all individual required modules. For example, for a base installation:
g ++ main . cpp - std = c ++17 -I / symphas / install / folder / include \
-L / symphas / install / folder / lib - lSymPhas - lsymphas_lib \
- lsymphas_datatypes - lsymphas_sym - lsymphas_sol - ltbb

The shared libraries generated for each of the modules of SymPhas need to be explicitly linked since they are all used in the driver through the SymPhas header. If additional
modules were enabled during the installation, then those would also have to be linked
even if the driver does not directly use them.

If the io module is enabled, linking with the pthread library is also required. The
headers define a class that creates a new thread which asynchronously writes phasefield data. Add -lpthread to the compile command.
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4.3.2

Windows

There are two options to compile in Windows, one of which is CMake. The other option
is creating a new Visual Studio C++ project. In either method, the resulting executable
requires that the shared libraries from both SymPhas and its dependencies are together
in the folder with the executable. The simple method is copying all the necessary shared
libraries after the program is compiled, as this only has to be done once, unless that
folder is cleared in a clean process or otherwise deleted.

4.4

Defining Models

A full model definition takes the form written in Figure 4.2, and is described therein.
A model definition has three main parts as explained in Section 4.2.1, with an additional optional section for introducing terms called ‘provisional variables’. These are
intermediate or virtual variables that can be used to perform additional computations
or otherwise track certain desired quantities, but should not be expressed as an order
parameter. Provisional variables can also be used in the equations of motion, so that
if multiple order parameter equations need to evaluate the same expression, it can be
faster to have it precomputed as a provisional variable. These kind of support cases
where provisional variables act as a “provisional” resource is how the name was chosen.
Provisional variables have the same system dimensions as the order parameter fields.
Provisional variables can be defined in terms of other provisional variables, but they
are always sequentially evaluated. This means that if the first provisional variable is
defined in terms of the second one, the first provisional variable may be evaluated to
undefined values. One particular implication of this is that values of previous iterations
may be saved in provisional variables. For instance, if provisional variables A and B
are defined such that B copies the phase-field, and A copies B, then B will always be
equal to the phase-field data of the previous solution index, and A will be equal to the
phase-field data of two solution indices previous, except on the first iteration where it will
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MODEL (
NAME ,
( TYPE1 , TYPE2 , ...) ,
PROVISIONAL_DEF (
( VTYPE1 , VTYPE2 , ...) ,
var (1) = ... ,
var (2) = ... ,
...
)
MODEL_PREAMBLE_DEF (
(
PREAMBLE
...
...
...
)
dop (1) = ... ,
dop (2) = ... ,
...
)
)

//
//
//
//
//
//
//

1) Name given to the model
2) Order parameter types .
3) Begin specifying provisional variables .
3.1) Provisional variable types .
<
<
< 3.2) Definitions of provisional variables .

// 4) Begin a dynamics definition with preamble .
// 4.1) This is the preamble to the equation
//
definitions , and can define elements
//
to use in the equations to make writing
//
easier or more clear .
// <
// <
// < 4.2) Definitions of field dynamics .

Figure 4.2: The general form of the model definition, which will add a new phasefield problem to the program. A number has been added to each section of the model
definition alongside a hint for the description. 1) Is the first argument given to the model
specification, and defines the model name. The program references this model by using
a type alias generated using this name: model_NAME_t. 2) Lists the order parameter types,
which are any of SCALAR, COMPLEX or VECTOR, provided in a comma delimited and bracket
surrounded list. The number of order parameters necessary for a model is attained by
adding enough entries to this list. The order of the phase-fields for the model corresponds
to the order of this list. 3) Specifies the provisional variables, where the provisional
variable types are given in 3.1) as they are for order parameter types in 2), and the
provisional variable definitions follow in 3.2).
Lastly, the model dynamics are specified in 4). The macro here may be replaced by
MODEL_DEF, in which case 4.1) is omitted, and only the definition of the phase-field dynamics

in 4.2) are specified. 4.1) Is a code section surrounded in brackets that is inserted before
the phase-field equations, in order for elements to be defined and then used in those
equations for the purpose of convenience or clarity.
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be zero because provisional variables are always initialized to zero. Moreover, while the
derivative of a provisional variable can be evaluated without crashing the program, this
should typically not be done. While the specific problems that can arise depend on the
solver, consider a simple example of differentiating the provisional variable A, and then
differentiating it again in the equation of motion. During the provisional variable evaluation phase which is done before evaluating the equations of motion, A would be evaluated
using the solver to approximate the derivative to obtain its values, and the result stored
in a grid. When it is differentiated again in the evaluation of the equation of motion, it
would use this result and differentiate it again; the implication is that the numerical error
of the differentiation would be much worse than performing all differentiation inside the
equation of motion.
The order parameters and provisional variables are indexed starting at 1, that is,
op(1)

is the order parameter for the first phase-field (with respect to Figure 4.2, op(1) is

of type TYPE1). Additionally, the model definition will add the type model_NAME_t to the
global namespace, where NAME is the given model name. The new type is a template type
of two parameters: the dimension and the solver type. In order to instantiate a model
instance, these template arguments are provided to specify the concrete type.

4.4.1

Writing an Equation of Motion

Equations of motion are specified by providing the token representing the time derivative
first, followed by an equals sign, followed by any symbolic algebra expression which
represents the dynamical equation of motion, an example of which is shown in Figure 4.3.
All symbolic algebra terms are themselves expressions, and combinations of terms and
other expressions, such as through arithmetic operations, yield new expressions. The
chosen numerical solver uses the given expression to update the phase-field values.
Literals, or constant values, are defined in a symbolic algebra expression using the
term lit(V), where V is the value of the constant. The model parameter constants which
are passed to the models can be referenced with the term param(N), where N refers to the
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# define
# define
# define
# define
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psi op (1)
rho op (2)
dpsi dop (1)
drho dop (2)

MODEL ( MC ,
( SCALAR , SCALAR ) ,
PROVISIONAL_DEF (
( SCALAR , SCALAR ) ,
var (1) = c2 * psi * psi * psi ,
var (2) = c4 * rho * rho * rho )
MODEL_DEF (
dpsi = lap ( psi ) + c1 * psi - var (1) + lit (2.) * c5 * psi * rho ,
drho = - bilap ( rho ) - lap ( c3 * rho - var (2) + c5 * psi * psi ))
)

Figure 4.3: An example of a phase-field model specification. A two parameter model
called MC is implemented with two provisional equations. Before the model definition,
new labels for the order parameters are introduced. The keywords op(N) and dop(N) refers
to the Nth order parameter and its time derivative, respectively, and var(N) refers to the
Nth

provisional variable. The keyword SCALAR specifies that the provisional variable and

order parameter types are real-valued. The keyword lit is used to represent a constant
in the symbolic algebra expression. The keywords lap and bilap apply the 2nd and 4th
derivative to their arguments, respectively. The enumerated terms c1 to c5 are coefficients
passed to the model.

index of the parameter. The order parameters are refered to by the term op(N), where N
is the index of the order parameter. Similarly, the provisional variables are referred to
by var(N). The indexing for all these terms starts at 1; e.g., param(1) is the first model
parameter constant. Binary arithmetic operators use the usual symbols: ‘+’ for addition,
‘-’ for subtraction, ‘*’ for multiplication and ‘/’ for division. The following terms take
the derivative of an expression E:
• grad(E)
• lap(E)
• gradlap(E)
• bilap(E)
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Derivatives of higher orders can also be applied by using the term dx(O) as dx(O) * E,
where O is the desired order. When O ≤ 4, it is equivalent to the terms above when
applied to E. Note the difference from the other derivative terms where the value of the
order is given instead of the expression to differentiate, and to apply the derivative, it is
multiplied to the left hand side of an expression. This is because dx is an operator type.
Operators can be added to other operators and literals, resulting in a new operator which
can in turn can also be applied to an expression. For example, the following will create
a new operator ∇2 + ∇4 and apply it to the order parameter variable:
dop (1) = ( dx (2) + dx (4)) * op (1)

Complex numbers are also included. An imaginary number is referenced using the
term Ii. The following operations of an imaginary number Z are supported (including
variables of imaginary type):
• modulus(Z), the modulus of the number.
• conj(Z), the conjugate of the number.
• Re(Z), the real part of the complex number.
• Im(Z), the imaginary part of the complex number.
Also, where the number 1 (i.e., the multiplicative identity) should be used in an expression
explicitly, it is recommended to use one instead. This will maximize the advantage of the
compile-time symbolic algebra.

4.5

Initializing Models

In order to execute models, an instance of object problem_parameters_type must be constructed and appropriately initialized through its member functions. This is based on
the parameters that represent a phase-field problem in a physical setting:
• The initial conditions.
• The boundary conditions.
• The size of the system and the spatial discretization.
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Once this information is provided to the problem_parameters_type instance, it is used to
initialize the specialized model by providing it as an argument to the constructor.

4.5.1

Initializing the Problem Parameters

This process can be streamlined with the conf module. By writing a configuration file,
the module will parse the information and construct a parameters object. To do this
manually, each element of the parameters must be manually constructed.

Constructing the Initial Conditions
The initial conditions are represented by the object init_data_type. This contains the
following information:

in

A representation of the initial condition as an Inside value.

intag A number that indicates a variation of the initial condition is used. It is number that represents up to two enum InsideTag values. Constructor overloads of
init_data_type

allow either a single InsideTag or a number representing the combi-

nation of InsideTag values to be provided.
One of either:
data

Parameters of the initial algorithm generation.

file

A file that the data is read from, as a init_data_read object.

f_init A wrapper for a functor which returns values for the initial condition,
instead of the following algorithms.

Table 4.1 lists values of the enumeration Inside with a short description, and Table 4.2
lists the values of the enumeration InsideTag. Table 4.1 values also lists the variations
that are compatible with that initial condition. All initial conditions support the INVERT
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tag except FILE, CHECKPOINT and NONE, and if an initial condition is initialized without a
tag, it is considered to be the DEFAULT variation.
If an initial condition is generated with Inside::NONE and InsideTag::NONE, then no
values are populated; this is useful if an initial algorithm should be skipped during model
initialization. If an initial condition is combined with an invalid modifier, the program
will not exit, but will report an error not populate any values. The default constructed
init_data_type

is initialized with Inside::NONE and InsideTag::NONE, so it will not generate

any initial conditions.
The method of choosing an Inside values and associated variations is designed to
accommodate configuration-based initial condition selection and can only use the builtin initial condition generation algorithms. However, initial condition generation is not
restricted to the available algorithms and can apply user-defined algorithms as well. The
requirement on the user supplied algorithm is that it must be a functor-like object that
can be called with the argument types: iter_type (the flattened index of the value of
the system to generate), len_type const (the dimensions of the system) and size_t (the
number of dimensions). The functor may return any type, but must match the order
parameter type for the field which it is used for. An example is the following lambda
function:
auto all_one =
[]( iter_type ,
len_type const * ,
size_t dimension
) -> scalar_t
{ return dimension ; };
symphas :: init_data_type tdata { all_one };

This algorithm would populate the entire system with a value equal to the dimension
of the system. A more extensive example is given in Figure 4.4. This algorithm would
populate half a 2-dimensional system with the given constant, and the other half with
negative of the given constant. For any other dimension, the initial conditions would be
uniformly 0.
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Table 4.1: The list of Inside values and their description used in referring to built-in initial
conditions generation algorithms. The third column lists the combinations of InsideTag
values applicable to the algorithm.
Supported
Value

Description
Variations

GAUSSIAN

Uses a Gaussian distribution to randomly assign values.

None

UNIFORM

Uses a uniform distribution to randomly assign values.

None

Values are assigned to be either the minimum or maxiNone

CAPPED

mum parameter.
CONSTANT

All values are assigned to the same parameter.

None

CIRCLE

Value are assigned to be the shape of a circle.

RANDOM, A, A+RANDOM

HEXAGONAL

Generates circles in a hexagonal arrangement.

RANDOM

CUBIC

Generates circles in a cubic arrangement.

RANDOM

SQUARE

Values are assigned to be the shape of a square.

RANDOM, A, A+RANDOM

SQUARESEEDS

Values are put into randomly arranged squares.

RANDOM, A, A+RANDOM,
B, B+RANDOM
RANDOM, A, A+RANDOM,
CIRCLESEEDS

Values are put into randomly arranged circles.
B, B+RANDOM

VORONI

Crystals are generated in a Voronoi pattern.

A

FILE

Values are read in from a file.

None

CHECKPOINT

Values are read in from a checkpoint.

None

NONE

Represents no initial condition; for internal API use.

None
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Table 4.2: The list of InsideTag values and their description used in modifying the behaviour of the to built-in initial conditions generation algorithms chosen with Value.
Value

Description

DEFAULT

The default initial generation algorithm is chosen.

RANDOM

The generation is modified to include some kind of randomness.

VARA

The A variation is chosen (different from the default variation).

VARB

The B variation is chosen.
The interior and outer values are switched in the generation. (In some algo-

INVERT

rithms where this does not directly apply, the generated value is multiplied by
-1 instead.)

NONE

Represents no tag; for internal API use.
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# include < symphas .h >
struct MirrorInitAlg
{
MirrorInitAlg ( double constant ) : constant { constant } {}
scalar_t operator ()( iter_type n ,
len_type const * dims ,
size_t dimension
) const
{
if ( dimension == 2)
{
axis_coord_t x = n % dims [0];
return ( x < dims [0] / 2) ? constant : - constant ;
}
return 0;
}
double constant ;
};
int main ()
{
symphas :: init_data_type tdata { MirrorInitAlg { 1.0 } };
}

Figure 4.4: An example of a user-defined algorithm to populate the initial conditions.
The elements of a 2-dimensional system are initialized depending on the row index. For
any other dimension, the initial conditions are uniformly 0.
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Constructing the Boundary Conditions
The data container which represents information about the boundary conditions in the
context of the problem parameters is represented by b_data_type, a map that relates the
enum Side to an object b_element_type. A Side value is any of LEFT, RIGHT, BOTTOM, TOP, FRONT
and BACK. While the notion of a “side” of a system can be extended to other coordinate
systems since it is only based on the endpoints of the intervals, the value names were
chosen based on the design of SymPhas being applied in a Cartesian coordinate system.
It is assumed that the system is oriented such that x is the horizontal axis, y is the
vertical axis, and z is the depth axis. Hence, LEFT and RIGHT are always with respect to
the horizontal axis, BOTTOM and TOP with respect to the vertical one and FRONT and BACK
with respect to the depth. In this way, a 1-dimensional system is fully represented by
the first two Side values, a 2-dimensional system by the first four, and a 3-dimensional
system requires with all values. The relationship of the Side value to the dimension of
the system is summarized by Table 4.3.
A b_element_type specifies the boundary information for the corresponding side and
constrains data the following elements:
type

Represents the boundary condition and of type BoundaryType.

tag

An array of two BoundaryTag values, representing a modification of the type.

params A list of values used in applying the boundary condition algorithms.
args

The number of elements in params.

The type of boundary condition is represented by the enum BoundaryType. These are
split into two groups: periodic boundary conditions represented by PERIODIC and all other
boundary conditions, which are considered “default”, as they apply some function to
the boundary to update it. To initialize a b_element_type, provide the necessary data to
the constructor. To specify the boundary data of a system, an instance of b_data_type is
created and assigned b_element_type instances to each entry for all Side values that are
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part of the full system representation. A BoundaryType value may be assigned directly to
b_data_type,

in which case the other parameters will be initialized to default values.

Table 4.3: Empty entries indicate that the Side value is inapplicable to the corresponding
dimension. The entries list the point in the Cartesian coordinate system corresponding
to the boundary and describe the boundary in terms of a (D − 1)-dimensional object
at the boundary point of a D-dimensional system. For example: a) In a 2-dimensional
system, the value Side::LEFT represents the boundary at x0 , given by the equation x = x0
which is parallel to the y-axis; b) In a 3-dimensional system, the value Side::BACK occurs
at the point z1 , which is the boundary that is oriented to the xy-plane and given by the
equation z = z1 .

Value

In 1 dimension

In 2 dimensions

(x0 , x1 )

(x0 , x1 ) × (y0 , y1 )

Point

In 3 dimensions
(x0 , x1 ) × (y0 , y1 ) × (z0 , z1 )

LEFT

x0

x0

y-axis at x0

zy-plane at x0

RIGHT

x1

x1

y-axis at x1

zy-plane at x1

BOTTOM

y0

-

x-axis at y0

zx-plane at y0

TOP

y1

-

x-axis at y1

zx-plane at y1

FRONT

z0

-

-

xy-plane at z0

BACK

z1

-

-

xy-plane at z1

Constructing the Intervals
The domain of the system is represented by intervals associated with each axis. Each
interval defines the range of the system on the corresponding axis. The interval data is
managed by the object interval_data_type, which is a map that associates Axis values with
instances of type interval_element_type. The Axis values of a system are given in Table 4.4.
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The interval_element_type type contains the information about an interval, unrelated to
a specific axis. It stores the endpoints of the interval and the width, h, between discrete
elements. An instance of interval_element_type is constructed using the endpoints along
with either the spatial discretization, or the number of discrete points. The endpoint
values provided to the interval construction are interpreted as [A, B], meaning that the
last endpoint is included in the grid points. The implication is that B − A + h is the
length of the axis used in computing the number of grid points. This is intended to make
interval specification more convenient and clear. For example, specifying that an interval
spans from 1 to 64 means that the number of elements is 64 when h = 1, however, when
h = 0.5, the number of elements is 127 (not 128). To specify the interval data of a system,
create an instance of interval_data_type and assign interval_element_type instances to each
Axis

value that is part of the full system representation.

Table 4.4: The values of the enumeration Axis and the physical system axis to which
they correspond, which also shows for which dimensions the Axis values are applicable.
For example, Z is not a valid value for a 1-dimensional system, only the value X can be
used. This is because, as was briefly mentioned in the description of boundaries, the
dimensionality of a system is considered to be an extension of the previous dimension.
Value

4.6

Corresponding Physical Axis

X

Horizontal (1, 2 and 3 dimensions)

Y

Vertical (2 and 3 dimensions)

Z

Depth (only 3 dimensions)

Running Models

Once a model has been initialized with the problem configuration, a solution is generated
by running the model. To accomplish this, SymPhas offers two helpful functions under
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the symphas namespace: run_model() and find_solution(). The latter function executes the
former as part of a lengthier workflow that performs more tasks like data persistence
capabilities, saving checkpoint files and printing timings. For example, assuming the
phase-field model m has been initialized, then the following code would automatically use
the global configuration to identify the time step, number of iterations and how often to
save checkpoints as part of the model solution procedure:
symphas :: find_solution ( m );

This is in contrast to the simple driver example, which is manually provided those parameters.
If the model should be time evolved a certain number of iterations without any data
persistence or other functionality, run_model() is the most helpful:
symphas :: run_model (m , 100 , 0.05);

which executes 100 iterations of the solver with a time step of 0.05.
After a model has been run, the user has the option to persist the model phase-field
data to a file using the member function save_systems(), which accepts the desired output
directory and file name as arguments. If the phase-field data should be manipulated
or otherwise used outside the model instead, it may be copied from its field index N to
a new grid using the member function grid<N>(), where N is a size_t non-type template
parameter. All the systems can also be copied using the member function systems_tuple().

4.7

Configuration

The configuration file establishes the model and the parameters of its solution. The
basic syntax of the configuration file allows the user to include comments when the
line text begins with the # (pound) character. Additionally, if the line begins with
the ! (exclamation mark) character, the text that follows is taken to be the title of the
simulation (there can only be one such line). The given title is also parsed into a filename
friendly format which is assigned to the subdirectory into which the program output is
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saved.
The parameters to the configuration can be divided into 5 groups: 1) solution parameters; 2) system parameters; 3) the model parameter; 4) data parameters; and 5) name
parameters. These groups are purely logical in nature and the manner in which they are
set or defined is unrelated to the implementation.
The solution parameters are the group of parameters which control the behaviour of
the solver. These parameters and their descriptions are:

DIM

The dimension of the system being modelled. Valid input are the numbers 1,
2 or 3.

ORDER

The chosen order of accuracy for finite difference stencils (which may or may
not be used depending on the solver itself). Valid input are the numbers 2 or
4.

WIDTH

The spatial separation between cell boundaries in the grid. Takes any positive
floating point number.

PTL

The number of cells covered by the Laplacian finite difference stencil. Valid
input depends on the order and dimension.

PTB

As above, but for the bilaplacian stencil.

PTG

As above, but for the gradlaplacian stencil.

The next group of parameters controls the system and the system generation:

RNG*

Specifies the interval for an interval given by the suffix. Two floating point
numbers are provided, specifying the start and end of the interval on the X, Y
or Z axis, depending on the suffix X, Y or Z. The interval can also be specified
as @ N where N indicates the number of points to put on that axis.
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Specifies the behaviour of a boundary given by the suffix. A keyword is
provided, optionally followed by values, specifying the boundary condition
and its parameters. The boundary that the configuration applies to is given
by the suffix LEFT, RIGHT, TOP, BOTTOM, FRONT or BACK.

INSIDE

Specifies the initial conditions of the system by passing a keyword followed
by parameters associated with that keyword. There are both random and
non-random types of initial conditions.

The third parameter group only contains a single parameter, MODEL; it chooses the dynamical equations used to evolve the system from its initial conditions by selecting a
specialized model. The configuration saves the string, and it is left to the user in the
implementation to choose how to interpret it. By using the CMake configuration parameter MODEL_CALL_FUNCTION and defining models with LINK_WITH_NAME, this process can be
automated. The last parameter group, in part, specifies the time evolution characteristics of the solution. It also controls the output data of the solution. The parameters and
their description are:

DELTA

The time difference between concurrent steps in the solution, which can be
any positive floating point number.

FRAMES

The total number of frames or indices that the solution simulates. Valid input
is any non-negative integer. If 0, then the program will execute but no solution
iterations are performed.

SAVE

The frame interval at which the solution state is saved to the output directory.
Valid input is any positive integer.

SAVEINIT Chooses whether to save the data for the initialized state (the system at the
0th index). Valid input is either YES or NO. If nothing is provided, then it is
automatically NO.
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4.8

Symbolic Algebra

The symbolic algebra library is a very powerful part of SymPhas, equipped with full
featured functionality including various expression types, a large set of expression rules
and the ability to define custom expression algebra data objects. The primary purpose
of the symbolic algebra is to define the equations of motion, but it can also be used
as a standalone feature. It is also possible to define custom data objects for use in the
symbolic algebra library. This section will provide a brief description of the symbolic
algebra and some standalone features.

4.8.1

Expression Terms

While the primary purpose of the symbolic algebra feature is to define an equation of motion for a phase-field problem and support the user in implementing a specialized solver,
the same functionality also extends to general applications. Since the the structure of
expression trees is managed at compile time, type-based rules defined by specific expression tree structures are applied when building expressions through compound operations
in order to facilitate simplification, distribution, factorization, and more.
Quality of life features such as the ability to name variables and print formatted
expressions to an output stream in either simple text or LATEX format are also included.
In general applications, the symbolic algebra can be used to perform high-speed pointwise operations on arrays, include new symbols to the algebra ruleset, and even define
identities for the new and existing symbols that would be applied automatically.
Data are used in the symbolic algebra via expr::make_op(), linking it to the specialized expression type OpLVariable that represents a “variable” term (e.g. in the context
of an equation of motion, each order parameter is a “variable” linked to the respective
phase-field data itself, as a Grid instance). The product of multiple variables are associated into a common structure of type OpNLVariable, managing a list the individual
data and useful for applying rules of symbolic algebra. Literals are also defined, which
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are constant value terms, via expr::make_op() returning type OpLiteral, as well as special
constructs to represent the positive and negative multiplicative identities (the numbers
1 and −1 with types OpIdentity and OpNegIdentity, respectively) and the additive identity (the number 0 with type OpVoid), mainly used to facilitate symbolic algebra rules.
Binary arithmetic operators use the usual symbols: ‘+’ for addition, ‘-’ for subtraction,
‘*’ for multiplication and ‘/’ for division with corresponding expression types OpBinaryAdd,
OpBinarySub, OpBinaryMul, OpBinaryDiv,

respectively. For less common cases, the convolution

operation between two terms is also defined, and is of type OpFuncConvolution. Derivatives
are applied via expr::make_derivative<Dd>, where Dd is a size_t non-type template argument value defining the order of the derivative, returning type OpFuncDerivative. Some
common functions are included, including sin (OpSin), cos (OpCos) and the exponential
(OpExponential).
Coefficients to single expression terms are integrated within the terms as a data
member to reduce expression tree complexity and facilitate definition of rules of symbolic
algebra. That is, if E is any non-compound term and c is any expression literal, then c * E
will produce a new non-compound term where c is multiplied with the existing coefficient
value that is a member to E. When multiplying a coefficient to compound expressions,
then symbolic algebra rules will be applied to distribute the value so that it becomes
integrated appropriately.
As part of adding functionality to support solutions to phase-field crystal problems,
terms are defined for the wavevector field and Gaussian kernel. The wavevector field is of
type K<O>::WaveVectorData, where O is the non-type template argument value representing
the power to the wavenumber viz. |k|O , and the Gaussian smoothing kernel is a field
generated by computing e−µ|k|

2 /(2σ 2 )

using the wavevector data, of type GaussianSmoothing.

Additionally, a group of symbolic algebra terms are introduced that represent an
operation to be performed on another term, for example a derivative operator like ∇2 .
In particular, an operator term needs to be applied to a non-operator expression to
have an evaluable quantity. The base type of the operator terms is OpOperator, of which
derivative operators of type OpOperatorDerivative are a subset. Operator terms can be used
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in an expression like any other expression terms, with the exception that multiplying an
operator term to the left hand side of another expression term represents applying that
operator to the term. Operator terms are not automatically applied or distributed to
an expression, so to make an expression with operators evaluable, it must be manually
passed through the function expr::distribute_operators.
Also as aforementioned, complex numbers are included and are supported by the
operations: expr::modulus(), expr::conj(), expr::real() and expr::imag().
The construct which associates the order parameter time derivative with an equation
of can also be applied in general. The object OpLHS wraps a data structure and overloads
the assignment operator so that an equation can be written in C++ equivalent to how
it would be written on paper, where the OpLHS type must appear alone on the left hand
side of the equals sign. It is also possible to accomplish this by using an OpLVariable term
with a coefficient type OpIdentity, because the assignment operator is overloaded for this
type as well.

4.8.2

Expression Rules

As part of the SymPhas symbolic algebra library, there is a rich set of rules that modify
the way expressions are built. This is a brief but exhaustive list of all the rules that
specialize operations between expressions:
• Multiplying variables produces a single expression term with a list of the data of
the variables, called a multi-variable.
• Multiplying or dividing variables or multi-variables can apply special identities
created based on the data types.
• Addition, multiplication, subtraction and division of constants.
• The same thing between variables and multi-variables.
• Distributivity; expressions are always distributed fully.
• Combining data variables and multi-variables by the coefficient under the condition
that they are defined to be the same variable.
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• Cancellation of variables and multi-variables that can be combined.
• Modifying instances when there are two signs (the + and − symbols) beside each
other to have only one sign. Primarily intended for neatly printing expressions.
• Performing addition or subtraction between two terms will recursively perform that
operation between all leaves of those expressions. Primarily intended to combine
like terms.
• Performing multiplication between two terms will recursively multiply all leaves
of those expressions, respecting the rules of multiplication. Primarily intended
to perform any possible simplification. This takes into account associativity and
commutativity.
• Performing division between two terms will recursively divide all leaves of those
expressions, respecting the rules of division. Primarily intended to perform any
possible simplification, typically cancelling compatible terms or factoring terms in
order to cancel them.
There are some specialized rules out of the above list which take into account the
multiplicative and additive identities:
• Multiplication and division between the identities and some other expression.
• Multiplication and division among the identities.
• Addition and subtraction between the identities and some other expression.
• Addition and subtraction among the identities, typically when they result in the
additive identity.

4.8.3

Applied Examples

A typical use of symbolic algebra is operating on a grid in a point-wise fashion. An
instance of the type Grid is the data that is operated on. The following code will create
a grid, define a variable to represent the grid, and then obtain the result of the square of
the variable to update the grid:
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// Creates a grid of dimensions 10 x 10.
Grid < scalar_t , 2 > gridu ({ 10 , 10 });
// Fill the grid with random values .
srand ( time ( NULL ));
std :: generate (
gridu . values ,
gridu . values + gridu . len ,
[](){ return rand () / RAND_MAX ; }
);
// Create a variable from the grid .
auto u = expr :: make_op ( gridu );
// Evaluate the result of squaring u , saving it back to u .
expr :: result ( u = u * u );

Another, longer example is given, assuming there are two grids, gridu and gridv, both
randomly generated as above.
// Define variables u and v of the grids .
auto u = expr :: make_op ( gridu );
auto v = expr :: make_op ( gridv );
// Define
auto a0 =
auto a1 =
auto expr

an expression of u and v .
expr :: make_literal (2.5);
expr :: make_literal (10);
= v + a0 * expr :: pow <3 >( u ) + v / ( a1 * u );

// Store the result objects .
auto resultu = ( u = expr );
auto resultv = ( v = expr + v );
// Update the grids u and v .
expr :: result ( resultu );
expr :: result ( resultv );

The variable expr represents the expression:
v + 2.5u3

v
.
10u

(4.2)

In order to define u to the power of 3, the variable u may be multiplied with itself three
times, or the function expr::pow() can be used as above.
Expressions can be print to a file or print to a char array (C-style string). In order to
print an expression expr to a C-type file stream f, use:
expr . print ( f ); // Prints the expression to the given file stream .
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To print to a string, a preliminary step is required, which is to ensure that the string
buffer is sufficiently sized. The length of the expression is obtained through the member
function print_length():
char * out = new char [ expr . print_length () + 1];
expr . print ( out ); // Prints the expression to the string .

Chapter 5
Validating SymPhas Simulations
To verify the software, three different systems that display commonly applied dynamics of
phase transitions were simulated, the Allen–Cahn equation (Model A in the Hohenberg–
Halperin classification [27]) describing a non-conserved order parameter ψ = ψ(~x, t)
[78], the Cahn–Hilliard equation (model B in the Hohenberg–Halperin classification [27])
describing a conserved order parameter m = m(~x, t), and a two order-parameter problem
which couples a conserved order parameter m = m(~x, t) with a non-conserved order
parameter ψ = ψ(~x, t) (model C in the Hohenberg–Halperin classification [27]). The
systems were simulated in both two and three dimensions. Since these systems are wellknown and described in literature and the main goal here is to demonstrate the software,
the above models will not be described in more detail but instead, the reader is referred
to standard references such as the classic article by Hohenberg and Halperin [27] and the
book by Provatas and Elder [28]. Also presented are results of the phase-field crystal
model, based on the simulation from the work by Elder et al. [66].
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5.1

Dynamics Validation

The Allen–Cahn equation, discussed in Section 2.3.4, describes the dynamics of a nonconserved order parameter ψ = ψ(~x, t) [27, 28, 78] as
∂ψ
= ∇2 ψ + c1 ψ − c3 ψ 3 .
∂t

(5.1)

The Cahn–Hilliard equation, on the other hand, describes the phase separation dynamics
of a conserved order parameter m = m(~x, t) [27, 28, 43] as


∂m
= −∇4 m − ∇2 c1 m − c2 m3 ,
∂t

(5.2)

and was discussed in Section 2.3.5. This process is known as spinodal decomposition
[127].
In addition to these, a two parameter problem which couples a conserved order parameter m = m(~x, t) with a non-conserved order parameter ψ = ψ(~x, t) (model C in
the Hohenberg–Halperin classification [27]) through a nonlinear term in the free energy
functional was simulated:
∂ψ
= ∇2 ψ + c1 ψ − c2 ψ 3 + 2c5 ψm
∂t


∂m
= −∇4 m − ∇2 c3 m − c4 m3 + c5 ψ 2 .
∂t

(5.3)
(5.4)

Model C has been used to describe eutectic growth [22].
The coarsening of the phase-field can be quantified by the radially averaged structure
factor S(k). For both the conserved and non-conserved phase-field models that are
simulated, this should correspond to Porod’s law [79]:
S(k) ∼ (Lk d+1 )−1 ,

(5.5)

where L is the size of the system and d is the dimension. The function S(k) is the radial
average of the static structure factor, S(~k), which measures incident scattering in a solid
[128, 129], and in the Born approximation for periodic systems, S(~k) = |ρ̂~k |2 [130]. The
term ρ̂~k is the Fourier transform of ρ(~r), the particle occupancy at the position ~r in the
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lattice, which is 1 in the solid phase and 0 elsewhere. Correspondingly, for computing
the structure factor of the continuous order parameter field φ(~r), the positive phase is
chosen to represent solidification, that is, ρ = 1 when φ > 0 and ρ = 0 otherwise.
The implementations of the models using the SymPhas model definitions specification
are provided in Figure 5.1. Simulations of all models are performed in both two and three
dimensions. The dynamics of the Allen-Cahn and Cahn-Hilliard models are validated by
plotting the structure factor determined from the average of 10 simulations and fitting
the result to Porod’s Law, Equation (5.5) [131]. The parameters c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 and c5 were
set to unity for the simulations. The simulation results for: the Allen-Cahn model are
displayed in Figures 5.2 and 5.3, with structure factor results presented in Figure 5.4; the
Cahn-Hilliard model are displayed in Figures 5.5 and 5.6, with structure factor results
presented in Figure 5.7; and Model C is displayed in Figures 5.8 and 5.9.
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MODEL ( MA , ( SCALAR ) ,
MODEL_DEF (
dpsi = lap ( psi ) + ( c1 - c2 * psi * psi ) * psi ))

(a)
MODEL ( MB , ( SCALAR ) ,
MODEL_DEF (
dpsi = - bilap ( m ) - lap (( c1 - c2 * m * m ) * m )))

(b)
MODEL ( MC , ( SCALAR , SCALAR ) ,
MODEL_PREAMBLE_DEF (
(
auto psi3 = c2 * psi * psi * psi ,
auto m3 = c4 * m * m * m )
),
dpsi = lap ( psi ) + c1 * psi - psi3 + lit (2.) * c5 * psi * m ,
dm = - bilap ( m ) - lap ( c3 * m - m3 + c5 * psi * psi )))

(c)

Figure 5.1: Macro implementations of (a) the Allen-Cahn model [78] from Equation (5.2),
(b) the Cahn-Hilliard model [43] from Equation (5.1), and (c) Model C [27] from Equation (5.4). The keyword MODEL_PREAMBLE_DEF is similar to MODEL_DEF, where the first argument
is a code block that will appear before the equations of motion and allows terms to be
defined for use in the equations of motion. The order parameter names in the macro
specification are chosen to correspond to the variable names in the respective equations
of motion, and the keys c1 to c5 correspond to the coefficients c1 to c5 .
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Figure 5.2: Snapshots from a simulation of the 2D Allen–Cahn model [78] is displayed at
three intervals up to solution index 20,000 using ∆t = 0.25. The system size is 1024×1024
and is initially seeded with random values between -1 and 1.
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(a)
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index 800
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(b)

Figure 5.3: The 3D Allen–Cahn model [78]; (a) 3D visualizations using VTK [132] at
solution indices 400 and 2,000 with highlighted cross section, and the corresponding
(b) cross section snapshots at three intervals up to the final solution index 2,000 using
∆t = 0.25. The system size is 256 × 256 × 256 and is initially seeded with random values
between -1 and 1.
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Model A, 2D
S(k) ∼ k −(2.00+1)
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Figure 5.4: The radial average of the structure factor, S(~k) = |ψ̂k |2 , for the Allen–Cahn
model [78] in (a) 2 dimensions, from the simulation displayed in Figure 5.2; and (b) 3
dimensions, from the simulation displayed in Figure 5.3, at three different indices. The
solutions demonstrate expected scaling behaviour through correspondence to Porod’s
Law, Equation (5.5), for d = 2 and d = 3 [131].
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Figure 5.5: The 2D Cahn–Hilliard model [43] is displayed at three intervals up to final
solution index 200,000 using ∆t = 0.05. The system size is 1024 × 1024, and is initially
seeded with random values between -1 and 1.
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Figure 5.6: The 3D Cahn–Hilliard model [43]; (a) 3D visualizations using VTK [132] at
solution indices 4,000 and 20,000 with highlighted cross section, and the corresponding
(b) cross section snapshots at three intervals up to the final solution index 20,000 using
∆t = 0.05. The system size is 128 × 128 × 128 and is initially seeded with random values
between -1 and 1.
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Model B, 2D
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Figure 5.7: The radial average of the structure factor, S(~k) = |m̂k |2 , for the Cahn–
Hilliard model [43] in (a) 2 dimensions, from the simulation displayed in Figure 5.5;
and (b) 3 dimensions, from the simulation displayed in Figure 5.6, at three different
indices. The solutions demonstrate expected scaling behaviour through correspondence
to Porod’s Law, Equation (5.5), for d = 2 and d = 3 [131].
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Figure 5.8: Model C in 2-dimensions is displayed at three intervals up to solution index
1,000,000 using ∆t = 0.05. The system size is 1024 × 1024 and is initially seeded with
random values between -1 and 1. The first row illustrates the evolution of the nonconserved field coalescing into droplet formations, within which the order parameter is
either -1 or 1, representing the ordered phases. The conserved field illustrated on the
second row represents the density of the material, where the greatest density corresponds
to the coalesced droplets.
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Figure 5.9: The 3D Model C [27] system; (a) 3D visualizations using VTK [132] of
the non-conserved (two left-hand images) and conserved (two right-hand images) order
parameters, at solution indices 4,000 and 20,000m with highlighted cross section; and the
corresponding (b and c) cross section snapshots at three intervals up to the final solution
index 20,000 using ∆t = 0.05. The system size is 128 × 128 × 128 and is initially seeded
with random values between -1 and 1.
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5.2

Phase-Field Crystal Model

The phase-field crystal model was developed to improve existing phase-field models by
introducing plastic and elastic effects in the free energy functional [30, 66]. The basic
pattern that emerges in the dynamics is a hexagonal, or “honeycomb”, lattice with the
order parameter value representing atomic density, but in 3 dimensions, more complex
structures such as FCC, HCP, BCC and even SC patterns can appear. The phase-field
crystal equation for a conserved order parameter n = n(~x, t) is:


 
dn
= ∇2 n2 + n3 + (q0 + ∇2 )2 − ε n
dt

(5.6)

This model is implemented in SymPhas using model definition grammar specific to phasefield crystal models, and represents a more advanced use of the API that is not covered
in this work but is described in the documentation:
PFC_TYPE ( PC ,
DEFAULTS (
DEFAULT_DYNAMIC ( PFC_CONSERVED )
),
( SCALAR )
)

For the simulations, the aim is to qualitatively replicate the results from [66] using the
same parameters. The corresponding values are q0 = 1 and ε = 0.1, with spatial width
h = π/4 and time step ∆t = 0.01. The diffusion time length corresponds to approximately 1000 time steps.
For the 2-dimensional results, a system of size 1024 × 1024 is used, along with initial
conditions of 128 randomly arranged seeds containing large fluctuations and that are
several lattice sizes wide, with n = 0.05 everywhere else. Figure 5.10 depicts the seed
growth and crystal orientation interactions using snapshots of the 256×256 subsystem, up
to time index 64,000, representing approximately 64 diffusion time lengths. Figure 5.11
shows the grown crystal after 700,000 time steps, which is equivalent to 700 diffusion
time lengths, and the stop index use in [66]. The simulation conforms well qualitatively
with the results presented in [66]. For the 3-dimensional results, the system size is
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256 × 256 × 256 using the same initial conditions with results depicted in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.10: Snapshots illustrating the growing crystal seeds for the 2-dimensional phasefield crystal model of a conserved order parameter [66]. The distance between snapshots
is doubled on each snapshot, starting at index 500, which is half the diffusion time length.
The system size is 1024 × 1024, simulated using a time step ∆t = 0.01.
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Figure 5.11: The 2-dimensional phase-field crystal model of a conserved order parameter
after 700,000 time steps, which is approximately 700 diffusion time lengths, is shown
and displays expected qualitative features, including dislocations between the disoriented
crystals. [66]. The system size is 1024 × 1024, simulated using a time step ∆t = 0.01.
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(a) 3D visualization using VTK [132], at solution index 70,000.

(b) An arrangement of different perspectives.

Figure 5.12: The 3-dimensional phase-field crystal model of a conserved order parameter
after 70,000 time steps is shown, where a view of the interior evolution is provided by
removing a segment along a sloped plane. Different perspectives of (a) are shown in (b)
that are respectively; a bottom view looking onto the sloped side, a straight on view
of the sloped side, and a zoomed in view of the closest corner of a. The system size is
256 × 256 × 256, simulated using a time step ∆t = 0.01.
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Performance

Performance was measured on three different hardware platforms using Models A and
C with the solution taken after 10,000 iterations. The performance was measured by
the runtime length of the entire program execution, in seconds. Since this includes all
program activity between program initialization and termination, the data includes both
time spent generating the spectral form and printing the final results to a file. The details
of the platforms that are used are in Table 5.1, and all recorded measurements are listed
in Table 5.2.
Data was collected by repeating the simulations 10 times, which are enough runtime
measurements to eliminate the influence of background work performed by the OS. From
the system size, it is expected that the second test case is approximately 16 times longer
than the first, and the third test case is similar to the second test case, for each model.
Additionally, it is expected that Model C results are approximately twice as long as Model
A (although the derivatives are of a higher order, and there is a coupling term). The
data shows that typically, the second test is much longer than the first test, which is the
result of the ability for the CPU to perform caching on the smaller system. Otherwise,
these results correspond well to expectations.
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Table 5.1: The hardware and operating system specifications of the environments that
are used are listed.
Label

CPU (Speed)

OS (Compiler)

Win7

i7-6800K (3.40 GHz)

Windows 7 (msvc 14.28)

Win10

i7-7700HQ (2.80 GHz)

Windows 10 (msvc 14.27)

i5-6500 (3.20 GHz)

Arch Linux (gcc 10.2)

Arch

Table 5.2: Runtime data was recorded for three different hardware and operating system
environments, for two models and three different grid sizes. The entries of the table
show the results of taking the minimum and maximum runtime values (in seconds) for
each individual configuration across 10 individual simulations, in the format “minimum
value/maximum value”. The hardware and operating system specifications of the environments used are given in Table 5.1.
Model A

Model C

Label
128 × 128

512 × 512

64 × 64 × 64

128 × 128

512 × 512

64 × 64 × 64

Win7

2.0/2.4

33.9/36.4

37.1/40.1

5.0/5.7

118.5/125.1

113.9/122.6

Win10

1.7/1.8

32.6/33.4

31.1/31.6

4.1/4.2

102.8/106.3

96.7/97.3

Arch

2.0/2.0

49.8/50.1

45.8/46.2

5.5/5.7

175.0/177.8

158.7/160.3

Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work

6.1

Conclusion

As part of this work, SymPhas was developed, a high performance modular API that
applies a novel symbolic algebra approach to simulate phase-field problems, and achieves
the following:

1. Addition of phase-field problems using dynamical equations specified in an unconstrained format and supporting any number of order parameters.
2. Support for phase-field problems of up to three dimensions and the scalar-, complexand vector-valued order parameter types.
3. High performance and large data volume computation, maximizing CPU usage on
tested platforms and quickly producing results.
4. Quality of life features such as a configuration file, data persistence and data processing.
5. Very extensive documentation.
6. Robust and reliable program execution.
97
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Together, these features put SymPhas at the forefront of the small number of available
phase-field simulations programs.
The validity of the semi-implicit Fourier spectral solver provided with the API is
successfully established by examining the solutions of different phase-field models for
which the dynamics are known. To this end, Porod’s law [79] is applied to check scaling
consistency with different dynamics, for which the Allen–Cahn [78] and Cahn–Hilliard
[43] are the essential test cases since their solutions indicate whether conserved and nonconserved dynamics are being properly simulated. All test cases exhibit correspondence
to Porod’s law. Moreover, a phase-field problem that combines both conserved and nonconserved dynamics through a coupling in the free energy, called Model C according to
the Hohenberg and Halperin classification [27], is included. Also included is the phasefield crystal model [66] in both 2D and 3D. In conclusion, the program has successfully
achieved the purpose and functionality sought after.

6.2

Future of Phase-Field Modelling

The capability offered by SymPhas can be used in a variety of applications to perform
efficient simulations of any phase-field or phase-field crystal model. Especially with the
growing prominence of phase-field methods in non-physics subjects such as anatomy
[102, 133, 134], allowing researchers to define a phase-field model and construct system
parameters in a short number of lines is a valuable resource. Alongside the associated
extensive documentation, SymPhas is therefore envisioned to greatly supplement future
work.
A very effective use of SymPhas is as a system to generate large volumes of training
data for new state-of-the-art machine learning simulations of phase-field models. For
instance, this can be applied in recent work that has focused on formulating a free energy
description from the evolving microstructure [135, 136], or which develops a machineguided microstructure evolution model for spinodal decomposition [137]. The results

6.3. Next Steps in Developing SymPhas
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generated by SymPhas would be high-fidelity and high-volume, where the user-oriented
features of the API can be used to persist data in an acceptable output format. Moreover,
since parameters used in the equations of motion are provided directly to the phase-field
model construction, the phase-field dynamics can be efficiently controlled.
Effort has also been made in understanding pattern formation in 3-dimensional systems [41]. For example, work has been conducted in studying the emergence of patterns
in nonisothermal solidification [138] or in phase-field crystal models [139, 140]. SymPhas
is highly suitable for this task since defined phase-field models are automatically implemented in 3D and the direct specification of the parameters in the equations of motion
facilitates careful study of the phase transition across different dynamical regimes.

6.3

Next Steps in Developing SymPhas

For future development of the API, effort should be made to better treat the numerical stiffness of the dynamical problem, which is typically the result of resolving small
length scales like the interface length. In particular, the program currently uses a fixed
finite difference grid, but a better approach would be a grid that can introduce precision
dynamically in boundaries and also coarsen the grid in bulk regions to save computation time and reduce memory requirements, known as self-refining grids or adaptive
grids [141]. Besides this strategy, another approach that achieves these benefits is the
implementation of sparse grids [142].
This work only fully implements two solver on the finite difference grid; one based
on finite difference stencils using central space approximations, and the other applying
the semi-implicit Fourier spectral method. By providing a wide selection of central space
stencils, the finite difference solver is very versatile, and can easily be used in conjunction
with other solvers. However, more solvers should be introduced, particularly for being
able to simulate hydrodynamic models involving convective terms [143].
The symbolic algebra library offers a plethora of future development opportunities.
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Concerted effort should be made to add further expression transformation and manipulation functionality to enable new solvers to be easily developed and added to the codebase.
Particular emphasis should be made on extending the manipulation of expressions which
evaluate to vector-valued types. Moreover, the type-static nature of the symbolic algebra library should be leveraged to improve performance by specializing the evaluation
of certain forms of expressions, thereby maximizing speed for complicated and common
expressions.
The current semi-implicit Fourier spectral solver should be extended to support order
parameters of vector types. This task would require the most work in extending the
Fourier transform functionality to a vector-valued field, since it can currently only apply
the Fourier transform on a scalar field. As part of this, the spectral solver could be
simultaneously enhanced to provide odd-order derivatives by adding differential operators
for gradient terms.
SymPhas should also support various interventions in the microstructure evolution
during the phase-field simulation, beyond the dynamics specified by the equations of
motion. One example is investigating crack propagation caused by spontaneous events [1],
or point dislocations which are particularly important in understanding how underlying
topologies affect phase-field evolution [67]. Describing the behaviour of phase-fields under
the influence of dislocations, particularly in three dimensions, is still a highly investigated
topic [144–149].
It is anticipated that SymPhas will have a significant and beneficial influence on the
phase-field community and scientific community in general with its strong and comprehensive collection of features. A convenient API and user-oriented framework provides
users with the means of defining and simulating any phase-field, phase-field crystal, or
reaction-diffusion model. This works in conjunction with a high-performance implementation that generates solutions to large problems into late-times. The API is also
open source, extensively documented, and applies best-practise design principles, and is
thereby intended to generate strong interest in the development community to facilitate
its continued progress and improvement. Based on the results presented in this work,

6.3. Next Steps in Developing SymPhas
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SymPhas can prove to be a great and reliable asset to research in phase-field methods
and adjacent topics.
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Appendix A
Getting Started with SymPhas

A.1

Download

The entire SymPhas package can be found on Github. Since SymPhas is continuously
developed, the stable version is given in the release branch. The package can be obtained
by either downloading the repository packaged as a zip (i.e. through the Github website)
or by cloning the repository, which will make it allow the local source code to be up to
date with the latest improvements and additions.
The SymPhas package comes with predefined model definitions and solvers, but is
typically installed as a standalone API which can be linked to separate user developed
custom solvers, models and drivers.

A.2

Installation Requirements

The compilation is cross-platform compatible through CMake for either the Linux or
Windows (Windows 7 and 10 are both compatible) platforms. CMake version 3.14 or
higher is required for compiling and installing. The minimum required versions of the
compilers which are verified to work are given in Table A.1.
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Table A.1: Describes the minimum recommended compiler version to use for building
SymPhas.
Compiler

Tested Minimum Version

MSVC++

14.28

gcc7

7.5

gcc10

10.2

clang

11.0.1

Table A.2: The list of third party dependencies, and the minimum version which SymPhas
is guaranteed to work with.
Package

Tested Minimum Version

Required?

FFTW3 [150]

3.3.7

Yes

xdrfile

2.1.2

No

9.0

No

VTK [132]

SymPhas is developed using the C++17 standard. Depending on the compiler, this
usually has to be explicitly indicated when compiling, either on the command line or in
the CMake configuration. Third party packages that are used and the version they have
been tested with are listed in Table A.2.
For any packages which are not required, they will automatically be excluded through
the CMake build process if they are requested but not found. If the required package
FFTW3 is not found, then the CMake configuration step will fail. In this case, the user
must provide CMake with the correct installation location of that package.
The xdrfile package will allow output to the binary xdr format popularized by Gro-
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macs. This is recommended if the output is very large. Additionally, VTK is recommended if real-time visualization is desired.
When installing SymPhas, it is recommended to install to a directory different from
the system install directory (/usr), and also name the installation parent folder according
to the configuration, as it may be desirable to install multiple configurations at once. An
example would be having one installation configured only with the core modules, and
another configured with all modules.

A.3

A.3.1

Linux Installation

Installing Dependencies

The steps below should be followed in order to install the dependencies. If any of the
packages are installed to a directory not in the CMake search directories, the location
will have to be provided during the CMake configuration of SymPhas.
• FFTW3
To install FFTW, first download the source code and then use CMake to configure
and install the library. If CMake is not used in this step, the SymPhas CMake
configuration step will be unable to locate the package.
• xdrfile
Installing the xdrfile package is optional. Download the xdrfile source repository
from the Github link provided above, or clone it using git, and follow the instructions provided therein to configure and install using CMake.
• VTK
Installing VTK is optional. Download the source from the website and install VTK
using CMake. Select the configurations which best suit you.

A.3. Linux Installation

A.3.2
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When the SymPhas source files are available on your system, use CMake to configure the
build and installation process. For example, to obtain the files from github and configure
with CMake, the following commands can be invoked:
git clone https :// github . com / MetricManifold / SymPhas
cd SymPhas
git checkout release
mkdir ./ symphas - build
cd symphas - build
cmake - DCMAKE_INSTALL_PREFIX =/ path / to / install ..

Assuming the full path of the downloaded source files is /path/of/download, this will
populate /path/of/download/symphas-build with the default build configuration files and set
the installation path of SymPhas to /path/to/install. Cache variables may be provided
to the cmake invocation after the directory specification to change the configuration. The
cache variables are listed and described in Section A.5.
In the case that you wish to use SymPhas headers and library without specifying
the location directly to the compiler, CMAKE_INSTALL_PREFIX must be set to the primary
installation directory of your system. This directory is typically /usr.

In a graphical interface, some variables may not appear until prerequisite variables
are defined. Ensure that the project is fully configured by repeating the configuration
step after any modification of variables.

Once SymPhas has been configured, the following commands build and then install
SymPhas:
make
make install

A new driver file may now be created, compiled and linked to the SymPhas API.
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A.4

Windows Installation

The following tools are available on Windows for configuring, building and installing
CMake projects:
• CMake for Windows.
• Visual Studio
– It must be installed with the Desktop Development for C++ component.
– Community version is free to use.
• Visual Studio Code
– Visual C++ (MSVC++) compilers are required, and are obtained from the
C/C++ for Visual Studio Code extension.
– The CMake Tools extension is also required.
The detailed installation procedure using these tools is not described since it is beyond
the scope of this guide. For the purpose of this thesis, Linux is the platform of choice.

A.5

Advanced Installation

When configuring SymPhas, setting the variable COMBINE_SHARED to true in the CMake
invocation will result in the creation of a shared library called ‘symphas_all’, which
combines all the modules built for that configuration. This is useful when compiling a
driver file with g++, so that only a single library SymPhas library needs to be provided
to the command line. The disadvantage is that the compile time will be increased.
The following is a list of all CMake cache variables used for configuring SymPhas.
• MODEL_CALL_FUNCTION A function templated on the specialized model type. When
models are associated with string names (see LINK_WITH_NAME in the documentation
for details), selecting a model will invoke this function with the concrete model
type passed as a template parameter. The full usage of this parameter is described

A.5. Advanced Installation
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in the documentation. Empty by default.
Models cannot be associated or selected by string names in an installation that
does not have MODEL_CALL_FUNCTION configured.

• BASIC_STENCILS When this is true, configures the build so that only a small subset of
stencils are allowed in the model selection, rather than all the stencils. By compiling
with all the stencils, the compile times will dramatically increase because a concrete
type is generated for each stencil-model combination. False by default.
• MODEL_INCLUDE_HEADER_NAME The name of the file containing the model definitions. If
model definitions are distributed between multiple header files, then this file will
include each one in order to combine all model definitions. This is empty by default.
When MODEL_INCLUDE_HEADER_NAME is configured, macros associated with model
definitions are undefined after including the model definitions header in order to avoid name conflicts. Consequently, models cannot be defined elsewhere, such as in the driver file. If it is not configured, models must be
specified through the driver file or by providing to the compiler the definition
MODEL_INCLUDE_HEADER set to the name of the model definitions header.

• MODEL_INCLUDE_HEADER_DIR The directory containing the file given by MODEL_INCLUDE_HEADER_NAME.
All files included by this file must also exist in this directory. If this is a relative
path, this will be relative to the source code root directory (that is, relative to
CMakeLists.txt).

This is . (the current working directory) by default.

• SOLVER_INCLUDE_HEADER_NAME The name of the file defining all the solvers. If solvers
are defined in multiple header files, then this file includes those solvers which are
desired to be compiled. This is empty by default.
• SOLVER_INCLUDE_HEADER_DIR The directory containing the file given by SOLVER_INCLUDE_HEADER_NAME
and solver definitions. All files included by this file must also exist in this directory.
If this is a relative path, this will be relative to the source code root directory
(relative to CMakeLists.txt). This is . (the current working directory) by default.
• PRINTABLE_EQUATIONS Ensures that all equations and transformed expressions can still
appear as coherent text when printed. In the case of large expressions and trans-
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formations done on those expressions, runtimes may be slightly shorter when this
is false. This is true by default.

• USE_IO Enable the use of the io module.
• USE_CONF Enable use of the conf module. Requires USE_IO to be true.
• USE_VTK Enable compiling with the VTK library to use real time visualization.

A.5.1

Installing Provided Solvers and Model Definitions

The source code is provided with solvers already available and can be found in the folder
solvers

in the source code root directory. There are also model definitions available in

the models folder in the source code root directory.
Including these in the compilation can be specified in the CMake configuration with
the variables above, in which case installing SymPhas will also put the solvers and models
in the installation directory and allow them to be accessed through any driver file.
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Maintenance of computers in private offices and troubleshooting with computer
users.

Teaching and Leadership Experience
Jul 2017

Python Introductory Workshop Instructor
Royal Bank of Canada
Workshop instructor for introductory Python workshop meant to teach interns about
basic features and applications of the language in order to enhance productivity.

Sep 2015 –
Apr 2016 &
Sep 2017 –
Apr 2019

President, Undergraduate Society of Applied Mathematics

Mar 2017

Organizer, Western University Applied Math Conference

Western University
Planned and coordinated monthly seminars, created a society constitution, served as a
liaison between staff and students, communicated with professors and undergraduate
students, created USAM website, handled and delegated budget used for events.
Coordinated selling of Applied Math sweaters.
Western University
Facilitated the organization process, including reaching out to various universities to
invite students and corresponding with faculty to attract students from Western.
Ensured that the venue and food were booked, introduced speakers and coordinated
activities and participants.
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Professional Development and Workshops
May 2015

Participant, Software Carpentry Workshop at Western
Western University

May 2015

Participant, Ontario Summer School on High Performance Computing at Western
Western University

June 2018

Participant, Ontario Summer School on High Performance Computing at Western
Western University

Volunteering and Service
Feb 2018

Department Representative, Applied Math Open House
Department of Applied Mathematics, Western University

Nov 2017

Department Representative, Applied Math Open House
Department of Applied Mathematics, Western University

June 2017

Volunteer, Royal Bank of Canada Volunteer Festival
Royal Bank of Canada

Mar 2017

Volunteer, Western University Applied Math Conference
Department of Applied Mathematics, Western University

May 2017

Volunteer, Western University Applied Math Conference
Department of Applied Mathematics, Western University

Feb 2016

Department Representative, Applied Math Open House
Department of Applied Mathematics, Western University
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Talks and Presentations
Silber, S. (2020) A Symbolic Algebra Based Solver for Phase Field Problems
Presentation for Tapio Ala-Nisallä’s research group at Aalto University
Silber, S. (2019) Modular Program for Simulations of Phase Field Models
Research Group Presentation, Western University
Silber, S. (2018) Improved WENO Scheme for Modeling Blast-Wave Dynamics
Western University Applied Math Conference, Western University
Silber, S. (2017) Mathematical Methods of Hypersonic Flight Design
Western University Applied Math Conference, Western University
Silber, S. (2017) Optimizing Merging Behaviour
Western University Applied Math Conference, Western University
Silber, S. (2016) Modeling the Reaction-Diffusion Phenomenon in Isotropic Media
Western Science Research Conference, Western University
Silber, S. (2016) Computational Model of Time Dependent Reaction-Diffusion in Isotropic Media
Western Physics Undergraduate Conference, Western University

Professional Memberships
Canadian Association of Physicists, Graduate Student Member
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